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AGENDA
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MEETING
Village Hall – Board Room
Tuesday, May 28, 2019
Following Regular Village Board Meeting
Reasonable accommodations / auxiliary aids will be provided to enable persons with disabilities to effectively participate in any
public meetings of the Board. Please contact the Village Administrative Office (847.883.8600) 48 hours in advance if you need
special accommodations to attend. The Committee of the Whole will not proceed past 10:30 p.m. unless there is a consensus of the
majority of the Trustees to do so. Citizens wishing to address the Board on agenda items may speak when the agenda item is open,
prior to Board discussion.

CALL TO ORDER
1.0
ROLL CALL
2.0

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
2.1
Acceptance of the May 13, 2019 Special Committee of the Whole Meeting
Minutes
2.2
Acceptance of the May 13, 2019 Committee of the Whole Meeting Minutes

3.0

ITEMS OF GENERAL BUSINESS
3.1
Planning, Zoning and Land Use
3.11 Preliminary Evaluation of a Request for a Special Use Permit to Establish
and Operate a Banquet Hall (XO Restaurant and Banquet Hall, Iryna
Kiyan)
3.12

Consideration of Approval of a Building Permit Fee Waiver Per Section 53-2(A) Not For Profit Fees of the Lincolnshire Village Code (Vernon Area
Public Library)

3.13

Consideration of an Ordinance Amending Title 12 (Signs) of the
Lincolnshire Village Code – Permanent Wall and Ground Sign
Requirements in the Proposed Commercial Sign District Created via a
Merger of Downtown and Corridor Commercial Sign District; Revisions to
the Illumination Requirements in the Commercial Sign District; and
Revisions to Ground Sign Approval Requirements in all Sign District
(Village of Lincolnshire)

3.14

Continued Consideration of Branding Initiative and Direction to Staff
(Village of Lincolnshire)

3.2

Finance and Administration

3.3

Public Works

3.4

Public Safety
3.41 Consideration of an Amendment to Section 3-3-2-6 of Title 3-3, Liquor
Control, for the Creation and Issuance of Village Liquor License for XO
Restaurant & Banquet Hall, Inc. Class “B” Restaurant Full Liquor License
and Class “N” Banquet Liquor License for (XO Restaurant & Banquet Hall
– 250 Marriott Drive)
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3.42
3.5
3.6
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0

Report Regarding Lincolnshire Police Department Social Media
Communication Categories (Village of Lincolnshire)

Parks and Recreation
Judiciary and Personnel

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
NEW BUSINESS
EXECUTIVE SESSION
ADJOURNMENT
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MINUTES
SPECIAL COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MEETING
Town Meeting
Monday, May 13, 2019

Present:
Mayor Brandt
Trustee Grujanac
Trustee McDonough
Trustee Leider
Village Attorney Simon
Chief of Police Leonas
Public Works Director Woodbury
Assistant Public Works Director/Village
Engineer Dittrich

2.1

Trustee Harms Muth
Trustee Hancock
Trustee Servi
Village Clerk Mastandrea
Village Manager Burke
Finance Director/Village Treasurer Peterson
Assistant Village Manager/Community &
Economic Development Director Gilbertson
Planning & Development Manager Zozulya

CALL TO ORDER
1.0

ROLL CALL

Mayor Brandt called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m., and Village Clerk Mastandrea
called the Roll.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

2.0

ITEMS OF GENERAL BUSINESS
2.1

Town Meeting

Mayor Brandt introduced the Town Hall meeting noting it is an annual meeting
held in May and is an opportunity for the residents to come ask questions or
give comments/recommendations to the Board.
Village Manager Burke noted the Town Hall meeting has been posted in the
weekly Village Enews and on the website. The only comments staff received
was regarding storm water management and asking what the meeting entailed.
2.11

Presentation: Goals & Accomplishments
Village Manager Burke provided a presentation highlighting 2018
accomplishments, and goals for the coming years for each department.

2.12

Public Comments/Questions
Mayor Brandt opened up the meeting to public comments/questions.
A. Lincolnshire Drive Flooding
Mr. Karnig Kerkonian, resident of 77 Lincolnshire Drive, noted
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concern regarding access to his home during heavy rain and pumps
going constantly when it rains. Mr. Kerkonian stated residents would
like help to alleviate the issue. Mr. Kerkonian stated the Village is
putting money into improvements such as the Pocket Park and
believes funds should be spent on other needs.
Mayor Brandt stated she has been on the Board for over 20 years
and is aware of the issues on Lincolnshire Drive and surrounding
areas. Mayor Brandt noted there has been higher rainfalls, and the
estimates show this will continue. Mayor Brandt noted the Pocket
Park was built with Park Development funds which cannot be used
for expenditures such as flooding or storm water management.
Mayor Brandt stated a project was done for Lincolnshire Creek
stabilization a few years ago, and there was a plan to try and go in
to all the properties on Lincolnshire Drive to perform bank
stabilization. Unfortunately, not all the owners, at the time, agreed to
let the Village come on their properties to perform the stabilization.
In order for the stabilization to be done, there needs to be
consensus from the property owners.
Public Works Director Woodbury noted he can identify with the
concerns of the residents on Lincolnshire Drive. Public Works is
aware of the issues and takes them seriously noting many staff
hours are focused on fighting localized flooding. Public Works
Director Woodbury stated there is $150,000 drainage study planned
for 2019; there is approximately $2,000,000,000 storm sewer capital
planning, over a 10-year period to make sure the future projects
address these concerns. Assistant Public Works Director/Village
Engineer Dittrich stated when talking about localized flooding, there
are more frequent, higher intensity rain events taking place which
are overwhelming the storm sewers in place. The drainage study will
provide new standards for the storm sewers based on these rain
events.
B. Tree Limb Chipping Service
Mr. George Jackson, resident of 101 Surrey Lane stated several
years ago the Village provided a service for tree limb chipping and
requested this service be brought back. Public Works Director
Woodbury noted this service was eliminated in 2008, when the
downturn in the economy took place.
Village Manager Burke suggested cutting up the branches and
putting them in landscape bags. Mr. Jackson stated some of the
limbs he has on his lot are too big to fit into the landscape bags.
Public Works Director Woodbury noted this is not a program staff
can accommodate and is not included in the current budget.
Mr. Jackson asked that the tree limb chipping project be put on
next years’ budget discussions.
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C. Dog Parks
Ms. Nancy Goldstein, resident of 21 Oxford asked the Board to
consider putting in a dog park and possibly using North Park in the
winter for this activity.
Mayor Brandt stated the Park Board would make the
recommendation on whether or not to pursue a dog park, then the
Village Board would ultimately make the decision. Mayor Brandt
noted previous Boards decided not to allow dogs in the parks due
to the potential of being bitten and cleanup issues. This is an issue
the Board can discuss further and refer it to the Park Board.
Trustee Grujanac stated there has been discussions at the Park
Board regarding a potential dog park, but there seems to be issues
that come up each time to prevent the Village pursuing this type of
project.
D. Flooding Issues Continued
Mr. Michael Bencks, resident of 55 Wiltshire Drive noted concern
regarding flooding in the area of his home. Mr. Bencks noted issues
have been reported by the Village since 2014 that do not seem to
have been addressed. Mr. Bencks stated the water ponds on the
street and in his yard so traffic ends up going through his yard. Mr.
Bencks stated he wanted to put a boulder in his yard to prevent
traffic from driving through it during flooding but was told it was
against code even though some of the houses across the street
have them. Public Works Director Woodbury stated the boulders
across the street were grandfathered in and would not be allowed
under current regulations. Mr. Bencks stated the flooding has
become a health and safety issue due to mosquitos in the summer
and ice in the winter. Village Manager Burke noted one of the
studies Mr. Bencks referred to was specific to the berm along the
Des Plaines River, and the other was a long term hazard mitigation
plan. Village Manager Burke stated the agenda item being
discussed at the meeting tonight is to study the Village system-wide
and all components of the storm water system. The result of the
study would be to set goals for a long-term solution.
Mayor Brandt provided the timeline of approving the study and
asked Assistant Public Works Director/Village Engineer Dittrich how
long it would take for the study to happen. Assistant Public Works
Director/Village Engineer Dittrich stated staff anticipates the study
taking place throughout the summer and fall with a final report back
to the Village Board next year late-winter. A Public Meeting will take
place to discuss the results of the study, and an initial meeting will
take place as an open house to compile all issues.
Trustee Grujanac suggested staff mail invitations to the meeting to
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residents with known flooding.
Mayor Brandt stated staff still intends to continue educating
residents on the bank stabilization since this will help with the
flooding. Mayor Brandt asked when a meeting could be planned for
the stabilization issue. Assistant Public Works Director/Village
Engineer Dittrich stated they would work with the contractor and get
something set up in the next few months.
Mayor Brandt asked if the study and work as a result of the study
would be a multi-year implementation. Assistant Public Works
Director/Village Engineer Dittrich stated he fully expects the result of
the study to produce more projects than the Village has money to
fund. The Village will have to prioritize projects, obtain funding, and
budget the projects over multiple years.
Mr. Bencks stated his opinion is this is a health and safety issue, so
the Village should be allowed to go onto all the properties for the
bank stabilization. Assistant Public Works Director/Village Engineer
Dittrich stated the Village has no rights in the back of the properties
where the berm is located. Village Manager Burke stated the Village
has no prescriptive rights along the berm; no easement and no
authority is granted to the Village to be there or perform work.
Village Manager Burke stated the Village also has to consider
putting employees in a position where they may be unsafe due to
the way in which the berm has been maintained. Mr. Bencks
suggested using best practices from other communities and
applying what works to Lincolnshire. Village Manager Burke stated
the Des Plaines River watershed extends all the way across the
Wisconsin border to Racine, and the Indian Creek watershed
extends past Lake Zurich, so this is not a simple design solution that
Lincolnshire can apply.
Ms. Christina Seabord, resident at 64 Lincolnshire Drive noted
concern regarding health and safety from the flooding with her
children trying to get to the bus and going through unhealthy
conditions. Mr. Eric Seabord stated he wants to see progress being
done, and noted concern regarding possibly losing their home.
Ms. Kendra Davidson, resident at 50 Lincolnshire Drive stated the
idea of a dog park is a great idea and suggested using the vacant
land across from her house for this activity. Ms. Davidson noted the
water on her property and the property across from her home is a
concern. She noted she has brought this concern up to staff since
she moved into the home in 2016. Ms. Davidson suggested using
permanent pumps as a solution. Assistant Public Works
Director/Village Engineer Dittrich stated most of the homes on
Lincolnshire Drive are in the floodway and 100-year flood plain. At
this point, to install a pump station as suggested, is something the
Village will have to consider during the Village-wide study. Assistant
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Public Works Director/Village Engineer Dittrich stated everyone who
lives on Lincolnshire Drive is in the floodway so the elevation cannot
be changed, and to try to design something to completely eliminate
the water that comes when there is a 100-year flood is a challenge.
Mr. Bill Davidson noted further concern regarding the amount of time
and money being spent on the study when the flooding is due to the
storm drain system which he feels needs immediate action. Ms.
Davidson noted further concern regarding the storm drain system
and her lot taking the water for all the houses on her grid. Mayor
Brandt stated the Board knows there are flooding issues and will
discuss what can be done in the short-term to help.
Ms. Teri Morris, resident of 75 Cumberland Drive provided pictures
of her street showing standing water that she stated has been there
for at least 7 months. Ms. Morris noted the storm sewers in her area
do not work and noted concern that the safety of the residents does
not seem to be a Village priority. Village Manager Burke noted there
is a project identified related to the Cumberland drainage situation.
Assistant Public Works Director/Village Engineer Dittrich noted the
drain at the curve currently drains through the back yards of 77 and
79 Cumberland then over to Lincolnshire Drive. There is a project to
run new storm sewer down Cumberland to Witshire that the Village
is trying to pair with a watermain improvement so that the road is not
torn up twice. Mayor Brandt stated this project will be looked at in
the budget for 2020.
Ms. Maria Grabowska, resident of 69 Lincolnshire Drive noted
concern with flooding in her area and the pump running constantly.
Ms. Grabowska stated she moved from Lake Zurich where there
were flooding issues as well and suggested the Village work with
other towns with known flooding issues for solutions.
Ms. Morris asked staff what the residents of Cumberland Drive
should do about the ice through the winter since the Cumberland
project would not be started until at least 2020. Village Manager
Burke stated Public Works deploys salt regularly during snow events
and additional salt on Cumberland Drive and other areas where
there is known ice buildup. Assistant Public Works Director/Village
Engineer Dittrich noted one of the challenges staff had on
Cumberland Drive was residents discharging sump pumps to the
front of their homes which need to go to the rear of the homes.
Assistant Public Works Director/Village Engineer Dittrich noted
another challenge over the past winter was due to the various
freeze/thaw events.
Ms. April Neumann, resident of 68 Cumberland Drive stated she has
not had water problems until this year and noted concern with the
sewer system that needs to be addressed immediately.
Mr. Bencks asked about the Cumberland Drive project being moved
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up and noted concern with how the projects are being addressed.
Village Manager Burke provided information regarding the Capital
Plan process and how projects are determined based on different
criteria of the plan.
Mayor Brandt provided information regarding taxes, how the Village
is run and how the Board has not raised Village taxes for the past
several years.
Village Manager Burke noted there were two houses on Lincolnshire
Drive that were brought up in discussions and stated per the
National Flood Insurance Program, the two homes had repetitive
loss within five years in which damage accounted for more than 50%
of the home value. As a result, these homeowners could not
rebuild/refinish the damage from the flooding events without raising
the elevation of the properties. The property owners will receive the
maximum flood insurance payout but cannot go back into the homes
unless the homes are elevated. Staff is working with Stormwater
Management Commission of Lake County as well as the state for a
potential buyout of these two properties; the money will come from
the Federal Government to buyout the properties. If this happens,
the properties will be demolished and the Village will maintain them
as open space in perpetuity. Village Manager Burke noted the
suggestion that these properties be a dog park is not something that
can easily happen either since there are specific requirements the
Village will need to comply with regarding the floodplain properties.
Mayor Brandt suggested residents who would like further
information or have other concerns should contact Assistant Village
Manager/Community & Economic Development Director Ben
Gilbertson.
3.0

ADJOURNMENT
Trustee Leider moved and Trustee Harms Muth seconded the motion to adjourn. Upon
a voice vote, the motion was approved unanimously and Mayor Brandt declared the
meeting adjourned at 8:36 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
VILLAGE OF LINCOLNSHIRE

Barbara Mastandrea
Village Clerk
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MINUTES
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MEETING
Monday, May 13, 2019

Present:
Mayor Brandt
Trustee Grujanac
Trustee Leider
Trustee Raizin
Village Attorney Simon
Finance Director/Treasurer Peterson
Chief of Police Leonas
Assistant Public Works Director/Village
Engineer Dittrich

2.2

Trustee Harms Muth
Trustee Hancock
Trustee Pantelis
Village Clerk Mastandrea
Village Manager Burke
Public Works Director Woodbury
Assistant Village Manager/Community &
Economic Development Director Gilbertson
Planning & Development Manager Zozulya

ROLL CALL
Mayor Brandt called the meeting to order at 9:01 p.m., and Village Clerk Mastandrea called the
Roll.
2.0

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
2.1
Acceptance of the April 17, 2019 Special Committee of the Whole
Meeting Minutes
The minutes of the April 17, 2019 Special Committee of the Whole Meeting
were approved as submitted.
2.2

Acceptance of the April 22, 2019 Committee of the Whole Meeting
Minutes
The minutes of the April 22, 2019 Committee of the Whole Meeting were
approved as submitted.

3.0

ITEMS OF GENERAL BUSINESS
3.1

Planning, Zoning and Land Use
3.11

Preliminary Evaluation of a Petition for a Major Amendment to the
Rivershire Planned Unit Development (PUD) to Install a Yard
Fence Along Riverside Road (Rivershire Homeowners Association
#2)
Assistant Village Manager/Community & Economic Development
(CED) Director Gilbertson provided a summary of the preliminary
evaluation of a petition for a Major Amendment to the Rivershire
Planned Unit Development to replace a yard fence along Riverside
Road. The proposed fence is intended to replace the original 6’-tall
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fence, which fell into disrepair over the years and was further damaged
due to construction associated with the Lincolnshire Trails subdivision
and required improvements to Riverside Road.
Assistant Village Manager/CED Director Gilbertson played a video
depicting the current conditions without the fence and proposed fence
location.
Mayor Brandt noted in the past the Board has granted relief for taller
fences in higher traffic areas. Assistant Village Manager/CED Director
Gilbertson noted the Homeowners Association has been working with
Taylor Morrison; the developer for Lincolnshire Trails, and has offered
to offset some of the cost of the fence.
Mr. Dave Weiner, Property Manager for the Rivershire Development
provided a brief summary of the application for the proposed fence.
Trustee Leider asked if there were any breaks in the fence to allow for
emergency purposes. Mr. Dave Miller with Aronson Fence Co., stated
there are no breaks planned in the fence but they can accommodate
this request. Mr. Weiner stated there were openings in the other fence
that were never used and due to the ditch, it would be difficult for any
emergency vehicle to get through. Mr. Weiner provided photos of the
proposed fence showing openings to see through in a security
situation.
Trustee Raizin expressed concern for the proposed height of the fence
noting she understood the need for the fence but suggested reinstalling
a 6’ fence. Mr. Miller stated his opinion is the grading in the area
warrants the higher fence.
It was the consensus of the Board to refer this to the Architectural
Review Board for review and recommendation.
3.12

Preliminary Evaluation of a Request for a Special Use Permit to
Establish and Operate a Banquet Hall (Iryna Kiyan, XO Restaurant
and Banquet Hall)
Mayor Brandt noted item 3.12 was tabled. Village Attorney Simon
stated a motion needs to be made to table the agenda item.
Trustee Grujanac moved and Trustee Harms Muth seconded the
motion to table a preliminary evaluation of a request for a Special Use
Permit to establish and operate a banquet hall (Iryna Kiyan, XO
Restaurant and Banquet Hall until the May 28, 2019 Committee of the
Whole meeting. The roll call vote was as follows: AYES: Trustees
Grujanac, Leider, Pantelis, Raizin, and Harms Muth. NAYS: None.
ABSENT: Trustee Hancock. ABSTAIN: None. Mayor Brandt declared
the motion carried.
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3.13

Consideration of an Ordinance Amending Title 12 (Signs) of the
Lincolnshire Village Code – Permanent Wall and Ground Sign
Requirements in the Proposed Commercial sign District Created
via Merger of Downtown and Corridor Commercial Sign Districts;
Revisions to Illumination Requirements in the Commercial Sign
District; and Revisions to Ground Sign Approval Requirements in
All Sign Districts (Village of Lincolnshire)
Trustee Harms Muth moved and Trustee Grujanac seconded the
motion to table consideration of an Ordinance amending Title 12
(Signs) of the Lincolnshire Village Code – permanent wall and ground
sign requirements in the proposed commercial sign district created via
merger of downtown and corridor commercial sign districts; revisions to
illumination requirements in the commercial sign district; and revisions
to ground sign approval requirements in all sign districts until the May
28, 2019 Committee of the Whole meeting. The roll call vote was as
follows: AYES: Trustees Grujanac, Leider, Pantelis, Raizin, and Harms
Muth. NAYS: None. ABSENT: Trustee Hancock. ABSTAIN: None.
Mayor Brandt declared the motion carried.

3.2

Finance and Administration
3.21 Consideration of Proposed Village of Lincolnshire Grant Policy
and Village of Lincolnshire Whistleblower Policy (Village of
Lincolnshire)
Finance Director/Treasurer Peterson provided a summary of the
proposed Grant Policy and Whistleblower Policy.
It was the consensus of the Board to place this item on the Consent
Agenda for approval at the next Regular Village Board Meeting.

3.3

Public Works
3.31 Report on All-Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan (ANHMP) and Storm
Water Management (Village of Lincolnshire)
Assistant Public Works Director/Village Engineer Dittrich provided a
report on All-Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan (ANHMP) and storm water
management.
Village Manager noted they will be sending out invitations to individuals
that served on the original committee when going through the drainage
plan.
3.32

Consideration of a Professional Service Contract with Christopher
B. Burke Engineering, Ltd. for Village-wide Drainage Study at a
Cost not to Exceed $149,832.00 (Village of Lincolnshire)
Assistant Public Works Director/Village Engineer Dittrich provided a
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summary of a professional service contract with Christopher B. Burke
Engineering, Ltd. For village-wide drainage study at a cost not to
exceed $149,832 which was mentioned in the Town Hall meeting.
Assistant Public Works Director/Village Engineer Dittrich noted they
have received several visits from residents in the recent past and have
informed them of the study. The Village will need to take the study and
come up with priorities as a result of the study.
Trustee Harms Muth asked how we keep on task with the work that
comes out of the study. Assistant Public Works Director/Village
Engineer Dittrich noted once a contract is approved, the contractor will
provide a schedule.
Trustee Leider noted his opinion is that it will be important to get a
high-level work plan to move things along and ensure things are
progressing to schedule.
Trustee Grujanac asked if the study would investigate some of the
issues brought up at the Town Hall meeting on Cumberland and
Lincolnshire Drive. Assistant Public Works Director/Village Engineer
Dittrich will relay this to the contractor; these are known locations.
Trustee Harms Muth noted how important she feels this be a priority to
move forward. Assistant Public Works Director/Village Engineer Dittrich
agreed that this is top priority for the Village. Trustee Leider suggested
getting progress timelines in the short and long term.
The Trustees were in agreement to educate the residents on what can
be done until the study is complete and work can get done. A
conversation regarding communicating and ways of educating
residents followed.
Village Manager Burke noted a clearer timeline can be created with
what staff’s obligations are to present at the next Village Board
meeting.
It was the consensus of the Board to place this item on the Consent
Agenda for approval at the next Regular Village Board Meeting.
3.33

Consideration of Approval of a Contract for the Construction of
the Village’s 2019 Emergency Water Interconnection with Martam
Construction Inc., of Elgin, Illinois in an Amount not to Exceed
$249,983.00 (Village of Lincolnshire)
Assistant Public Works Director/Village Engineer Dittrich provided a
summary of a contract for the construction of the Village’s 2019
emergency water interconnection with Martam Construction Inc., of
Elgin, Illinois in an amount not to exceed $249,983.00.
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It was the consensus of the Board to place this item on the Consent
Agenda for approval at the next Regular Village Board Meeting.
3.34

Consideration of Approval of a Professional Services Agreement
with CIORBA Group, Ltd. For Phase 3 – Construction Observation
Services for the Village’s 2019 Emergency Water Interconnection
Project in an Amount not to Exceed $30,795.00 (Village of
Lincolnshire)
Assistant Public Works Director/Village Engineer Dittrich provided a
summary of a professional services agreement with CIORBA Group,
Ltd. For Phase 3 – construction observation services for the Village’s
2019 emergency water interconnection project in an amount not to
exceed $30,795.00.
It was the consensus of the Board to place this item on the Consent
Agenda for approval at the next Regular Village Board Meeting.

3.35

Consideration of an Intergovernmental Agreement with the Village
of Buffalo Grove for an Alternative Water Supply Connection
(Village of Lincolnshire)
Assistant Public Works Director/Village Engineer Dittrich provided a
summary of an Intergovernmental Agreement with the Village of
Buffalo Grove for an alternative water supply connection. Buffalo Grove
is bringing it to their Board on May 20th.
Village Attorney Simon stated the intergovernmental agreement is
reciprocal in that the Village of Lincolnshire can provide water to the
Village of Buffalo Grove should the need arise.
It was the consensus of the Board to place this item on the Consent
Agenda for approval at the next Regular Village Board Meeting.

3.36

Receipt of Presentation Regarding Food Scrap Composting
Options in the Village of Lincolnshire (Village of Lincolnshire &
Go Green Illinois)
Public Works Director Woodbury provided a presentation regarding
food scrap composting options in the Village of Lincolnshire. Go Green
representatives have communicated the desire for the Village of
Lincolnshire to implement food scrap composting as part of its current
waste hauler program.
Simrata Keshav of Go Green Illinois (Vernon Hills/Lincolnshire)
provided a presentation regarding food scarp composting.
Public Works Director Woodbury updated the Board on the current
contract for waste hauling with Waste Management and provided three
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options for food scrap. Public Works Director Woodbury noted Waste
Management feels it would make more sense to pursue this type of
change at contract negotiations in 2021 to start in 2022 or amend the
current contract.
Public Works Director Woodbury noted another potential option would
be for staff to work with Lake County and SWALCO to offer a sale of
backyard composting bins and have residents manage their own
composting.
Mayor Brandt noted some residents are already doing this themselves
and suggested any program would need clear instructions for residents
to follow.
Trustee Pantelis asked if Go Green would be working with area
schools other than Sprague. Ms. Keshav stated Go Green started with
Sprague, and once they get a composting plan in place with them, they
would be moving to the other schools.
Ms. Keshav expressed concern regarding waiting to implement this
with Waste Management until the contract is renewed. Public Works
Director Woodbury stated in talking with other municipalities that do
this, it is not utilized enough to substantiate an increase in residents
waste hauling fees, and thought the best way to do this would be for
the residents to do this themselves in the near term.
A conversation regarding implementing a food composting program in
Lincolnshire and potentially increasing waste hauling rates followed.
It was noted that food composting currently cannot be mixed in with
yard waste.
Public Works Director Woodbury stated staff would bring this back up
during contract negotiations with Waste Management.
It was the consensus of the Board to not mandate a food composting
program but to continue to educate the residents.
3.37

Consideration of Village of Lincolnshire and Lincolnshire
Morningstar Rotary Club Request to Use Village Streets for
Annual Fourth of July Parade and 5K Race and Granting a Waiver
of The Village Street Usage Policy Cash Bond Requirement
(Village of Lincolnshire/Lincolnshire Morningstar Rotary Club)
Public Works Director Woodbury provided a summary of a request for
Morningstar Rotary Club to use village streets for annual Fourth of July
parade and 5K race and granting a waiver of the Village Street Usage
Policy cash bond requirement.
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Village Manage Burke provided history of LSA and how Lincolnshire
Morningstar Rotary Club got involved with the race and sharing in the
costs.
It was the consensus of the Board to place this item on the Consent
Agenda for approval with noted changes at the next Regular Village
Board Meeting.
3.4

Public Safety
3.41 Consideration of an Amendment to Section 3-3-2-6 of Title 3-3,
Liquor Control, for the Creation and Issuance of Village Liquor
License for XO Restaurant & Banquet Hall, Inc. Class “B”
Restaurant Full Liquor License and Class “N” Banquet Liquor
License for (XO Restaurant & Banquet Hall – 250 Marriott Drive)
Trustee Grujanac moved and Trustee Leider seconded the motion to
table an Amendment to Section 3-3-2-6 of Title 3-3, Liquor Control, for
the creation and issuance of Village Liquor License for XO Restaurant
& Banquet Hall, Inc. Class “B” Restaurant Full Liquor License and
Class “N” Banquet Liquor License for (XO Restaurant & Banquet Hall –
250 Marriott Drive) until the May 28, 2019 Committee of the Whole
meeting. The roll call vote was as follows: AYES: Trustees Grujanac,
Leider, Pantelis, Raizin, and Harms Muth. NAYS: None. ABSENT:
Trustee Hancock. ABSTAIN: None. Mayor Brandt declared the motion
carried.

3.5
3.6
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0

Parks and Recreation
Judiciary and Personnel

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
NEW BUSINESS
EXECUTIVE SESSION
ADJOURNMENT
Trustee Grujanac moved and Trustee Harms Muth seconded the motion to adjourn.
Upon a voice vote, the motion was approved unanimously and Mayor Brandt declared
the meeting adjourned at 10:08 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
VILLAGE OF LINCOLNSHIRE

Barbara Mastandrea
Village Clerk
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REQUEST FOR BOARD ACTION
Committee of the Whole
May 28, 2019
Subject:

XO Restaurant & Banquet Hall - 250 Marriott Drive

Action Requested:

Preliminary Evaluation of a Request for a Special Use Permit to
Establish and Operate a Banquet Hall

Petitioner:

XO Restaurant and Banquet Hall (Iryna Kiyan)

Originated By/Contact:

Tonya Zozulya, Planning & Development Manager

Referred To:

Zoning Board

Background:
 Petitioner XO Restaurant & Banquet Hall (XO), represented by Ms. Iryna Kiyan, owner of
and prospective tenant at 250 Marriott Drive, seeks preliminary evaluation of her request for
a Special Use permit to establish and operate a banquet hall in the existing building at 250
Marriott Drive. The request is supported by the property owner, National Retail Properties.


The 3.4-acre property is
located along Milwaukee
Avenue in the Lincolnshire
Corporate Center, as shown in
Figure 1 to the right and on the
attached Location Map (see
Document 1).



In 1995, the property was
developed with a 9,190-square
foot, one-story commercial
building restaurant use in the
O/Ia Office-Industrial zoning
subdistrict. The building has
housed several different
restaurants over the years,
including Aspen Grille,
Carlucci’s, Dolce, and
Sullivan’s Steakhouse.
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Proposal Summary & Staff Comments:
Proposed Use, Hours of Operation, and Parking


XO proposes to relocate its existing restaurant and banquet hall business from Wheeling to
the subject location to operate restaurant and banquet uses with a 50%-50% split between
the two uses, making them two principal uses (see Document 2). The petitioner proposes to
operate both a full-service restaurant open to the general public and a banquet hall for
special events, including, but not limited to, family gatherings, corporate meetings,
weddings, holiday parties, and birthday celebrations. The restaurant will be closed to the
general public during banquet functions.



Per Code Section 6-8-5, restaurants without a drive-through in the O/Ia Office-Industrial
subdistrict are permitted “by right” (without a Special Use permit). However, banquet halls
are considered assembly uses and are permitted by Special Use only.



In addition to banquet halls, examples of assembly uses include, but are not limited to,
religious institutions, conference centers, and hotel meeting rooms. The maximum assembly
use cap in the O/I district is 150,000 square feet. Existing assembly uses in the O/I district
include: Willow Creek Church (46,907 square feet); Noah’s Event Venue (10,288 square
feet); SpringHill Suites Hotel meeting room (260 square feet); and Staybridge Suites Hotel
meeting room (250 square feet). With the addition of XO, the total building area occupied by
assembly uses in the O/I district will be 66,895 square feet, leaving 83,105 square feet for
future assembly uses.



The petitioner will be required to provide responses to required Special Use standards prior
to the Zoning Board public hearing as it relates to the requested Special Use permit for a
banquet facility.



The proposed hours of operation for the restaurant are 12 p.m. to 2 a.m. Wednesday
through Saturday and 11 a.m. to 12 a.m. on Sunday. The proposed banquet hall hours are 9
a.m. to 2 a.m. Monday through Sunday per reservations.



XO plans to have a maximum of 23 staff onsite. The property has 127 parking spaces (121
regular and 6 ADA-accessible) and the business anticipates accommodating a maximum of
307 people at any given time. The onsite parking is sufficient based on restaurant and
banquet hall code-required parking ratios.
o For the banquet use, XO will need to provide 77 spaces (1 space per 4 persons at
maximum anticipated occupancy (307 guests).
o For the restaurant use, XO will need to provide 111 spaces (12 spaces per every 1,000
square feet of gross leasable space (9,190 square feet).



Additional parking is available near Walker Brothers and SpringHill Suites and could be
utilized with appropriate parking agreements between property owners should the parking
demand exceed XO’s parking availability. The petitioner must provide a parking
management plan for those circumstances prior to the Zoning Board public hearing. Based
on the building area and the number of exits, the space is authorized for up to 370 guests at
any given time, per the Building Code. All existing drive aisles and internal site circulation
are proposed to remain the same.
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No site plan or exterior modifications are planned by the petitioner currently. If the petitioner
proposes to install new ground signs associated with the property or to structurally alter the
existing ground signs, they would be required to present their sign plans to the ARB for
review and final approval, provided the Village Board approves a proposed Sign Code
change requiring ARB reviews for new and structurally altered ground sign applications (the
proposed changes to the Sign Code are also on the agenda for the May 28, 2019
Committee of the Whole meeting. Code-compliant signs are currently reviewed and
approved by staff only for non-PUD properties).



Per Code Section 6-14-11, a Special Use permit becomes null and void if improvements are
not substantially underway within three years of Village approvals, unless a one-time
extension is granted (note: this extension does not require an additional public hearing).

Live Music/Bands
 Live indoor music and/or bands are proposed on Friday (7 p.m. to 2 a.m.), Saturday (8 p.m.
to 2 a.m.) and Sunday (11 a.m. to 12 a.m.).


Given reported music-related noise concerns in XO’s Wheeling location from adjacent
residential developments and the proximity of the proposed Lincolnshire location to
the SpringHill Suites Hotel (approximately 450’ west of the subject property), staff
recommends a stipulation be placed within XO’s Special Use ordinance to prohibit
outdoor live music/bands outdoors altogether, and to limit the hours of indoor live
music/bands to 10 p.m. daily, which will be more restrictive than two existing Special
Use permits for banquet venues. The Special Use permit for Loft 21 limits outdoor
music to no later than 9 p.m. Sunday – Thursday and 12 a.m. on Friday and Saturday.
The Noah’s Event Venue Special Use permit limits outdoor music to no later than 9
p.m. daily, and no later than 11 p.m. Friday and Saturday, and Sundays preceding a
Monday on which falls a State or Federal holiday.

Liquor License
 The petitioner indicated to staff they will only move forward with the operation of the Special
Use if they can successfully obtain liquor licenses for the restaurant and banquet uses.
Therefore, staff recommends that any Special Use approvals be contingent upon
receipt of the appropriate restaurant and banquet liquor licenses.


XO applied for a Lincolnshire restaurant liquor license in April 2019, at which time the
Village’s Liquor Commissioner was unwilling to recommend to the Village Board that an
additional Class C – Restaurant liquor license be created due to issues with the liquor
license application and XO’s current operations in Wheeling. The Village Board will also
consider this matter at the May 28, 2019 Committee of the Whole meeting.



The petitioner provided the attached Wheeling Police Department logs regarding XO’s
Wheeling location for a period between 2015 and April 9, 2019. The logs detail liquor license
violations (which included alcohol service during the liquor license revocation when no
alcohol was allowed to be served); regular noise complaints from an adjacent residential
townhome development; and an injury resulting from an XO patron being overserved. The
petitioner also provided a security plan outlining measures for building security
enhancements in Lincolnshire and overcoming issues experienced at their Wheeling
location.
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Approval Process:
At Preliminary Evaluation, the petitioner must have submitted a complete application, but the
level of detail described in the plans presented for review is not the same level required for final
approval. The petitioner is expected to develop more detailed plans after Preliminary Evaluation,
as necessary, to prepare for the public hearing, respond to comments from the Village Board,
Zoning Board and/or Architectural Review Board, and to demonstrate compliance with zoning,
building, and subdivision codes.
1. The purpose of the Preliminary Evaluation, at the Village Board, is for the Board to
express questions, note concerns, provide direction, and request desired changes or
further information, resulting in three possible actions by the petitioner:
a. Based on Village Board feedback, the petitioner decides to move to the next step in
the approval process.
b. Based on Village Board feedback, the petitioner requests to return to the Board for
another Preliminary Evaluation with changes or additional information.
c. Based on Village Board feedback, the petitioner decides not to proceed to the next
step in the approval process or return for another Preliminary Evaluation, resulting in
the withdrawal of their application.
2. The purpose of the Zoning Board review is to hold a Public Hearing to evaluate whether
the application meets the standards for a special use permit and to provide a
recommendation to the Village Board.
3. The purpose of the Village Board review is to consider the Zoning Board
recommendation and to make a final decision regarding the petitioner’s request.
Recommendation:
Preliminary evaluation with feedback to the petitioner and staff regarding the Special Use permit
request.
Reports and Documents Attached:
 Document 1: Location Map, prepared by staff.
 Document 2: Petitioner’s cover letter and presentation packet, with the cover letter dated
May 3, 2019.
Meeting History
Committee of the Whole –
Preliminary Evaluation

May 28, 2019
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DOCUMENT 2

XO Restaurant & Banquet Hall
1057-1063 E. Lake Cook Rd.
Wheeling, IL 60090
May 3, 2019
Mayor Elizabeth Brandt
and Village Trustees
1 Olde Half Day Road
Lincolnshire, IL 60069
RE: Special Use Permit for XO Restaurant & Banquet Hall
Dear Mayor Brandt and Village Trustee:
We are writing to request a Special Use permit to operate a banquet venue in the Village of
Lincolnshire. In March 2019, our corporation, XO Restaurant & Banquet Hall
signed
a lease agreement with National Retail Properties, LP, the owner of the property, to lease a building
located 250 Marriott Drive. XO is currently owned and operated by Irina Kiyan.
history is as follows:
9/23/2002 Vera Kagan opened Café Riga Company (IL Secretary of State File # 62447648) and
sold 90% of shares to Vadym Pobyegaev.
2003 - Vera Kagan sold her 10% of her remaining shares to Kerill Sokolinsky.
2005 Kerill Sokolinsky sold his 10% share to Lyudmila Vaygilevich, resulting in 90% share to
Vadym Pobyegaev and 10% Lyudmila Vaygilevich.
2006 - Vadym Pobyegaev and Lyudmila Vaygilevich become 50/50 shareholders.
At some point, Café Riga Company files a DBA to do business as XO Restaurant.
2013 Lyudmila Vaygilevich sold her shares to 50% to Vadym Iskakov, resulting in 50% shares
to Vadym Pobyegaev and Vadym Iskakov.
6/25/13 - Vadym Pobyegaev and Vadym Iskakov opened XO Restaurant and Banquet Hall, Inc.
(IL Secretary of State File # 68991617) to make their partnership official.
9/1/2015 - Vadym Iskakov sells his shares in XO Restaurant and Banquet Hall, Inc. to Vadym
Pobyegaev, making Vadym Pobyegaev 100% shareholder.
10/1/15 - Vadym Pobyegaev sells 30% of his shares in XO Restaurant and Banquet Hall, Inc. to
Iryna Kiyan.
1/9/18 Vadym Pobyegaev sells all but 5% of his shares in XO Restaurant and Banquet Hall, Inc.
to Iryna Kiyan, making Iryna Kiyan 95% owner.
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4/29/19 Vadym Pobyegaev sells his remaining shares to Iryan Kiyan, making Iryan Kiyan 100%
owner of XO Restaurant and Banquet Hall, Inc. Vadym Pobyegaev will no longer be involved in
the management of XO, but will be employed as a cook.
XO is a full-service restaurant with food service, which is open to the public. In additional to being
a restaurant, XO is currently operating in Wheeling as a banquet hall. Its banquet events include
special events, family gatherings, weddings, Christmas and New Year parties, christening and
baptism celebrations, Bar and Bat Mitzvahs, birthday celebrations, corporate meetings, events, and
holiday parties. XO will not have any outdoor music.
live band/music hours are on Fridays
from 7 p.m. to 2 a.m., on Saturdays from 8 p.m. to 2 a.m. and on Sundays from 11 a.m. to 12 a.m.
During the private events or banquets, the restaurant will be closed to the general public.
hours of operation for the Lincolnshire location are as follows:
a) Restaurant hours (Wednesday through Sunday if no banquets/private parties are booked):
Wednesday - 12pm-2am.
Thursday - 12pm-2am
Friday - 12pm-2am
Saturday - 12pm-2am
Sunday 11am-12am
b) Banquet hours:
Monday-Sunday - 9am-2am (these hour are available for banquet/private party bookings)
We anticipate on holding banquet functions on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays. We plan to use
The
use will be 50% restaurant and 50% banquet.
In 2015, Iryna Kiyan became part owner of XO and since that time, XO had no incidences of
violence, disorderly conduct or complaints from its commercial and residential neighbors. Iryna
Kiyan is also the liquor license holder for XO in Wheeling. Please see attached Wheeling Police
Department call summary. XO is currently located in a strip mall with other businesses on both
23 staff
members, which include one executive chef, two sous chefs, four line cooks, one senior bartender,
two staff bartenders, two head servers, ten staff servers, and one security guard. The premises
currently consists of 121 regular and 6 handicapped parking spaces and we anticipate on having a
maximum of 307 people attend banquet events. We plan on completely remodeling the interior of
the building to give it a modern and fresh look. Please see attached plan and photo of the proposed
interior.
We are looking forward to building out new facility and moving to Lincolnshire where we fully
intend on being a good neighbor and a responsible small business owner. Should you have any
questions or require additional information, please contact us at your convenience. We look
forward to the next steps in the process. Thank you in advance for your time and consideration.
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Sincerely,
s/Irina Kiyan
Irina Kiyan
XO Restaurant & Banquet Hall, Inc.
847-924-5337
Enclosure(s)
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Application Number:

N/A (amended application)

PROPERTY ADDRESS: 250 Marriott Dr.
PIN #(s): 15-22-202-019
APPLICANT NAME: XO Restaurant & Banquet Hall Inc.

(Iryna Kiyun)

APPLICATION REQUEST(S) Please check all that apply
Amendment
Text*
Annexation Agreement
Other

Appeal of Administrative Decision
Annexation*
Rezoning*

Architectural Review Board (ARB)*
New Structure/Development
Modification to Structure/Development
New Signage
Modification to Signage
Special Use*
New Special Use/PUD
Major Amendment to Special Use/PUD
Minor Amendment to Special Use/PUD

Subdivision*
Variance*
* Refer to the applicable Information
Packet for additional information and
required materials.

DESCRIPTION OF REQUEST(S):

The Applicant is requesting a special use for a banquet hall (assembly use) to be operated in
conjunction with a restaurant.

Attach additional pages if necessary
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APPLICANT INFORMATION
Applicant Information
Name:
Address:

XO Restaurant & Banquet Hall Inc. (Iryna Kiyan)
1081 Valley Stream Dr.
Wheeling, IL 60090

Company: XO Restaurant & Banquet Hall Inc.
Telephone: ( 847 ) 924-5337
Fax:

(

)

Email Address: irishak1977@gmail.com
Primary Contact Information (if different than Applicant Info)
Name:
Address:

Iryna Kiyan
1081 Valley Stream Dr.
Wheeling, IL 60090

Company: XO Restaurant & Banquet Hall Inc.
Telephone: ( 847 ) 924-5337
Fax:

(

)

Email Address: irishak1977@gmail.com
Property Owner Information (if a Trust, see attached Beneficiary Disclosure Form)
Name:
Address:

National Retail Properties, LP
450 S. Orange Ave., Suite 900
Orlando, FL 32801

Company: National Retail Properties, LP
Telephone: ( 407 ) 650-3679
Fax:

(

)

Email Address: jill.fussell@nnnreit.com

REPRESENTATIVES INFORMATION
Attorney
Company: Daley and Georges, Ltd.
William O'Donaghue / Richard A. Toth
Address: 20 S. Clark St., Suite 400
Telephone: ( 312 ) 726-8797
Fax: ( 312 ) 726-8819
Chicago, IL 60618
wo'donaghue@daleygeorges.com / rtoth@daleygeorges.com
Name:

Architect/Land Planner
Name:

Not applicable (existing development)

Address:

Company:
Telephone:

(

)

Fax:

(

)

Telephone:

(

)

Fax:

(

)

Telephone:

(

)

Fax:

(

)

Telephone:

(

)

Fax:

(

)

Engineer/Land Surveyor
Name:

Not applicable (existing development)

Address:

Company:

Landscape Architect
Name:

Not applicable (existing development)

Address:

Other:
Name:
Address:

Company:

Not applicable (existing development)
Company:
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Available upon request.
Not applicable.
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SECURITY
PLAN
XO Restaurant
250 Marriott Dr.
Lincolnshire, IL 60069
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SECURITY PLAN
Goals:
To create a safe and secure environment within and immediately outside of the
restaurant for all patrons, guests, employees and surrounding neighbors.
To provide the highest level of control, safety, and quality stay for all arriving and
departing guests/patrons of the restaurant.
To mitigate any noise or inappropriate conduct directed at the immediate neighbors by
patrons and guests upon entry or departure from the restaurant.
To diffuse all situations as they occur, but also establish preventative measures to
minimize the number of potential situations. The restaurant security staff will provide a strong presence
detect and prevent any possible issues.
To maintain a trained restaurant staff responsible and accountable for looking after the
security and well-being of our guests.
Introduction:
A strategy of prevention will be adopted to minimize the impact of additional pedestrian and vehicular
traffic to the community while ensuring economic growth remains possible. A zero tolerance policy
will be enacted and enforced against narcotics and contraband prohibited by law. Further, restaurant
policy violations by guests and patrons will also be enforced with this same policy. Restaurant
ownership and management will fully disclose and corporate with law enforcement personnel, and
other Village agencies as issues arise.

2
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RESTAURANT SECURITY STAFF
Entire Restaurant
Security Supervisor
Tasks:
Directly coordinate with Restaurant
restaurant issues as they arise,
and work on immediate resolution of said issues.
Responsible for all security and safety of the entire restaurant premises, and proper training of
support security staff hired. Ensure proper compliance of all security staff with restaurant
policy, safety procedures, and protocol for enforcement of said rules and procedures.
Be a liaison between law enforcement personnel and village officials.
Be the point person for venue events based on security needs and event requirements.
Maintain a contact information list of all security personnel working each shift. Provide the list
to any village entity, as requested. This list will be maintained in restaurant records in an
electronic format for easy access by law enforcement personnel, or other village entities.
Schedule security camera monitoring by the security team.
Maintain security camera data, and make these recordings accessible to law enforcement
personnel as requested.
Undertake regular rigorous security and safety assessments and reviews and report to
Restaurant
Manager.
Front of Restaurant and Entrance
Valet
The valets will assist with monitoring the entrance.
Coordinates via radio with other security staff to communicate safety threats observed from
the immediate exterior of the restaurant as needed.
Provide security backup for all restaurant areas and as requested/need by other security staff
members.
Hours Worked: Fridays and Saturdays - 7pm-2am
Bar/Lounge and Restaurant
Security Professional 1
Purpose: Monitors bar/lounge and restaurant areas to ensure quiet and peaceful atmosphere.
Tasks:
Monitor bar/lounge and restaurant, their entrances, and the area immediately adjacent to
entrances.
Enforce our zero tolerance policy towards narcotics, contraband, and restaurant violations of
policies/procedures.
Monitor patrons for proper conduct, and prevent situations of public intoxicated belligerence.
3
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Monitor the courtyard area as necessary.
Ensure safe ingress and egress of patrons throughout the day.
Monitors the exterior of the restaurant periodically to prevent loitering, noise, and complaints
from our surrounding resident neighbors.
Greet guests and patrons.
Hours Worked: Fridays and Saturdays - 7pm-2am

4
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STAFF TRAINING
All restaurant staff will:
Receive regular training on comprehensive emergency response plans.
Be knowledgeable of all security positions and the requirements each different position entails.
Be trained to monitor noise levels and to make sure that there is no loud music.
All security staff will be trained to:
Maintain order within the restaurant in the restaurant and in the immediate property
surroundings, and prevent any incidents that might hinder the quiet environment enjoyed by
nearby residents and businesses.
Keep the guests, employees, and restaurant patrons safe and take preventative steps to
resolve issues in an efficient and secure manner.
Respond in the event of a drug overdose, natural disaster, bomb threat, or any terrorist
act, etc.
All security staff will be required to have and maintain an active CPR certification with the American
Red Cross, and will be required to provide evidence of certification, as a requirement of employment.
These records will be kept by the restaurant in electronic format during the duration of the restaurant
operations or as required, and will be available to any village entity upon request.
Bartenders will be trained to make sure people are not rowdy or inebriated, and to maintain a secure &
safe environment.
The restaurant shall maintain a log of all complaints received by adjacent property residents and
property owners. This log will be available to law enforcement and any village entity as requested.
Uniforms
All security staff will be easily identifiable by their uniform, formal black business suits. The security
staff will be identifiable to guests, patrons, and law enforcement personnel/ emergency services
providers.
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE
In the event of an emergency, all security staff will assist in the following:
Ensure safe egress of all patrons/guests.
Coordinate via radio with the Security Supervisor to ensure appropriate patron behavior and
capacity in all areas of the restaurant.
Coordinate via radio with all security staff to ensure all personnel are aware of incidents or
emergency evacuation needs.
SECURITY TECHNOLOGY
The restaurant will use advanced security technologies to facilitate safeguarding the security of guests,
visitors, and neighbors, including:
Integrated surveillance systems
Advanced lock and access control systems
Sophisticated asset protection tools
Dedicated Fire/Life/Safety systems and monitoring
Cameras
The restaurant will always use a digital security camera system integrated with an alarm network. This
multiple camera system will provide coverage of all interior areas, including all entrances and exits to
the premises. The camera system will be active 24-hours a day. Advanced digital recording will store
all data from the cameras and alarm systems. All data will be maintained by the Security Supervisor
for no less than 90 days. Security will monitor cameras as scheduled by the Security Supervisor.
Communication
Each security staff member will carry a hand held radio. Surveillance attachments (ear
piece/microphone) will be utilized. Management and Security Head Staff of the restaurant will
constantly monitor all radio traffic. All security personnel and restaurant management shall be in
constant radio contact to ensure proper deployment and support in case of an emergency.
Controlled Access
There will be controlled access to each floor using key access.

COORDINATION WITH THE POLICE DEPARTMENT
All security camera and alarm system data shall be made available to the police department upon
demand.
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REQUEST FOR BOARD ACTION
Committee of the Whole
May 28, 2019
Subject:

Consideration of Requested Fee Waiver for Paving Project

Action Requested:

Consideration and Discussion of Approval of Building Permit Fee
Waiver per Section 5-3-2(A) Not For Profit Fees of Lincolnshire Village
Code

Petitioner:

Vernon Area Public Library

Originated
By/Contact:
Referred To:

Michael Jesse, Building Official
Village Board

Background:
The Vernon Area Public Library (Library) requests a waiver of a $100 permit fee for a parking lot
resurfacing project. The Library’s last waiver request from the library was approved by the
Village Board in 2014 for a $4,729 roofing permit.
Summary:
The requested waiver of $100 represents internal permit fees only. There are no out-of-pocket
costs for outside consultant inspections. A review of Fee Waiver requests over the past several
years indicates the Board has previously approved fee waiver requests from the Library as
follows:
Month / Year
April 2014
February 2013
September 2006

Fee Waiver Amount / Project
$4,729 – Roofing permit
$4,314 – Major interior renovations permit
$100 – Pavement sealcoating permit

Staff found no fee waiver requests denied during this period. Staff recommends the current
request be considered for approval in light of past practice.
Recommendation:
Consideration and Discussion of a request to waive Village fees of $100, in accordance with
Village Code, Section 5-3-2(A) and direct placement on the June 10, 2019 Regular Village
Board meeting consent agenda for approval.
Reports and Documents Attached:
• Document 1: Letter from Library Head of Operations Stephen Territo, dated May 9, 2019.
• Document 2: Section 5-3-2 (A) of Village Code
• Document 3: Vernon Area Public Library tax exemption letter
Meeting History
Committee of the Whole

May 28, 2019
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Vernon Area Pubtic Library
May 9,2019

Village Board of Trustees
One Olde Half Day Road
Lincolnshire,lL 60069
Dear Village Board of Trustees,

I'm writing to request a waiver of the Village fees ($100.00) associated with permit PL90045SW for Parking Lot Improve Overlay/Resurface at the Vernon Area Public Library.
The Vernon Area Public Library District qualifies as a non-profit organization in the State of
Illinois and a majority of the Library's revenue comes from the taxpayers within the
community. I've included the Library's certificate of tax exemption issued by the Illinois
Department of Revenue for your review.
Please contact me at 224-543-1403 or sterrito@vapld.info if you have any questions

Thank you for considering the waiver.
Sincerely,
#
-

Stephen D. Territo
Head of Library Operations

300 Olde Hatf Day Road . Lincotnshirg lL 50069 . Phone: 847-634-3650

.

Fax: 847-634-8449 r www.vaptd.info
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IIinois Department of Revenue
Office of Local Government Services
Sales Tax Exemption Section, 3-520
101 W. Jefferson Street
Springfield, IL 62702
217 782-8881

January

2, 2015

VERNON AREA PUBLIC LIBRARY DISTRICT
300 OLDE HALF DAY ROAD
LINCOLNSHIRE IL

60069

Effective
January 1, 2015, we have renewed your governmental exemption
from payment of the Retailers’ Occupation Tax, the Service Occupation Tax
(both state and local), the Use Tax, and the Service Use Tax, as required by
Illinois law.
We have issued the following new tax exemption identification number:
E9995—6756—07
to
VERNON AREA PUBLIC LIBRARY DISTRICT
of
LINCOLNSHIRE, IL

The termsand conditions governing use of your exemption number remain
unchanged.

Office of Local Government Services
Illinois Department of Revenue

STS—70 (R—2/98)
IL—492—3524
10— 00009 19
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REQUEST FOR BOARD ACTION
Committee of the Whole
May 28, 2019
Subject:

Sign Code (Title 12) Revisions

Action Requested:

Consideration of an Ordinance Amending Title 12 (Signs) of the
Lincolnshire Village Code - Permanent Wall and Ground Sign
Requirements in the Proposed Commercial Sign District Created
via Merger of the Downtown and Corridor Commercial Sign
Districts; Revisions to Illumination Requirements in the Commercial
Sign District; and Revisions to Ground Sign Approval Requirements
in All Sign Districts

Petitioner:

Village of Lincolnshire

Originated
By/Contact:

Tonya Zozulya, Planning & Development Manager

Background:
• At the October 22, 2018 Committee of the Whole meeting, during the consideration of
comprehensive Sign Code revisions, the Village Board (Board) directed staff to research
and evaluate sign dimensions in the Downtown and Corridor Commercial Sign Districts for
potential standardization between both districts (see attached Document 1).
•

On November 12, 2018, staff presented potential revisions to the Village Board. The Board
expressed appreciation for the three-part monument sign design requirements in the
Downtown Sign District, but did not reach consensus regarding sign dimensions. Some
Board members were interested in larger signs in the Downtown District to match those in
the Corridor Commercial Sign District. Other Board members wished to keep current
Downtown Sign District dimensions and consider requests for larger signs on a case-bycase basis. At the conclusion of the meeting, the Board referred this matter to the
Architectural Review Board (ARB) for consideration and recommendations.

•

On December 18, 2018 and February 19, 2019, the Architectural Review Board (ARB) held
workshops to discuss permanent wall and ground sign regulations in the Downtown and
Corridor Commercial Sign Districts for potential standardization and enhancement. On April
23, 2019, the ARB held a public hearing regarding the proposed code amendments and
ultimately forwarded a favorable recommendation to the Board. The three main areas for
revisions recommended by the ARB include the following (see attached Document 3 for
further information):
1. Apply current Corridor Commercial Sign District dimensions to the proposed Commercial
Sign District (see Chapter 9 summary below for details).
2. Eliminate the front-lit (channel illumination) restriction so both front-lit/channel and
backlit/reverse channel signs are allowed in the proposed Commercial Sign District (see
Chapter 9 summary below for details).
3. Require all code-compliant, brand new ground signs and structural ground sign
alterations in all sign districts be reviewed and approved by the Architectural Review
Board. Currently, such signs are reviewed and approved by staff (see Chapter 4 below

\\vol-fs01\Data\Shared_Files\Cover_Sheet\2019\2019_05_13_COW_Downtown_Corridor_Sign_Districts.docx
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for details). The ARB expressed a desire to review new ground signs and structural
alterations to provide flexibility in sign materials while ensuring the materials are
complementary to the building materials and design.


Attached is a draft ordinance, prepared by the Village Attorney, as well as revised (redlined)
Code Chapters 4 (Sign Permit), Chapter 6 (Establishment of Sign Districts), Chapter 8 (Sign
Construction and Design: General Standards), Chapter 9 (Sign Construction and Design:
Specific Standards by Sign Type), Chapter 12 (Exempt Signs), and Chapter 13 (Temporary
Signs) (see attached Document 2).

Summary of ARB-Recommended Revisions
Chapter 4 (Sign Permit)
 Revised the sign approval requirements to state all code-compliant, brand new ground signs
and structural ground sign alterations in all sign districts are to be reviewed and approved by
the Architectural Review Board. Any signs requiring Sign Code variations will follow the
current process (a Public Hearing by the ARB and final review/approval by the Village
Board).
Chapter 6 (Establishment of Sign Districts)
 Eliminated the current Downtown Sign District purpose and revised the current Corridor
Commercial Sign District purpose for the proposed Commercial Sign District.


Updated the Sign District Map to merge the current Downtown and Commercial Corridor
Districts into the proposed Commercial Sign District. Commercial Corridor properties will be
located along and adjacent to Milwaukee Avenue, as well as the TSJ development and the
CDW Center along the Tollway.



Updated the Sign District Map note to clarify that in addition to the properties located entirely
within the Commercial Sign District, properties with frontage along Milwaukee Avenue
(bounded by Half Day Road and Aptakisic Road) and with facades oriented towards
Milwaukee Avenue are permitted signage per the “Commercial Sign District” requirements.

Chapter 8 (Sign Construction and Design: General Standards)
 Clarified the current ground sign landscaping requirements.
Chapter 9 (Sign Construction and Design: Specific Standards by Sign Type)
 Below is a table comparing the current Downtown and Commercial Corridor sign
requirements by sign type. “Corridor Commercial” will be replaced with “Commercial”, the
“Corridor Commercial” dimensions are recommended for the new “Commercial” district.
These dimensions will afford larger, more visible signs.

\\vol-fs01\Data\Shared_Files\Cover_Sheet\2019\2019_05_13_COW_Downtown_Corridor_Sign_Districts.docx
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Wall Signs
Sign District

Max
Length

Illumination

Max Face
Height (letters
& graphics)
24”

Max Letter
Height

Max Logo
Height

Backlit
15’
18”
24”
Goosenecks
Recommended (to be renamed from “Corridor Commercial” to “Commercial”)
Corridor
Backlit
18’
36”
24”
30”
Commercial
Frontlit (with
restrictions)
Goosenecks
*Restrictions include: Front-lit signs are allowed only when all three requirements are met: (1) Office use
only; (2) Buildings that are 40’ or taller; and (3) Signs mounted at 35’ above grade or higher.
Downtown

Double-Post Ground Signs
Sign District
Downtown

Illumination

Max Area

Single tenant
Backlit
Goosenecks

24 sq.ft.

Max Structure
Area
66 sq.ft.

Max Structure
Height
5.5’

Max Structure
Length
12’

Multi-tenant
Frontlit
Backlit
Goosenecks
Recommended (to be renamed from “Corridor Commercial” to “Commercial”)
Corridor
Frontlit
30 sq.ft.
72 sq.ft.
6’
12’
Commercial
Backlit
Goosenecks

Monument Ground Signs
Sign District
Downtown
(single-tenant)

Illumination

Max Area

Max Structure
Height
6’

Max Structure
Length
9’

7.5’

9’

to “Commercial”)
6’

10’

7.5’

10’

- Base
54 sq. ft.
- Main area
- Cap
Downtown
Frontlit
- Base
67.5 sq. ft.
(multi-tenant)
Backlit
- Main area
Goosenecks
- Cap
Recommended (to be renamed from “Corridor Commercial”
Corridor
Frontlit
N/A
60 sq.ft.
Commercial
Backlit
(single-tenant)
Goosenecks
Corridor
Frontlit
N/A
75 sq.ft.
Commercial
Backlit
(multi-tenant)
Goosenecks



Backlit
Goosenecks

Design

Eliminated all references to the Downtown and Corridor Commercial Sign Districts.
Proposed the same requirements for the Commercial Sign District as the current Corridor
Commercial Sign District with removal of the current front-lit/channel restriction for wall
signs. For the sake of clarifying and following sign industry illumination terminology, the term
“front-lit” will be replaced with “channel” and “backlit/halo” will be replaced with “reverse
channel.”
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Clarified that only letters and logos be illuminated; a sign band may not be illuminated.
This would be consistent with current Village signage approvals.



Eliminated the current restriction which states any side wall or rear wall sign adjacent to a
residential district may not to be illuminated. The current prohibition is in conflict with a
recent text amendment that allows any sign outside 120’ of a residential dwelling to be
illuminated but be turned off no later than 1 a.m. or when the business closes to the public,
whichever is earlier and may be turned back on at 6 a.m. or when the business reopens to
the public (gas stations and other 24-hour businesses are currently exempt from this
requirement). The maximum 0.5 foot candle light intensity at the property line will still apply.

Chapter 12 (Exempt Signs)
 Eliminated all references to the Downtown and Corridor Commercial Sign Districts, replacing
them with “Commercial Sign District”.
Chapter 13 (Temporary Signs)
 Eliminated all references to the Downtown and Corridor Commercial Sign Districts, replacing
them with “Commercial Sign District”. The two districts currently have identical requirements
for banner and non-banner temporary sign types, which will be carried into the combined
Commercial Sign District.
Recommendation:
Consideration of an ordinance amending Title 12 (Sign Control) and direct placement on
the June 10, 2019 Consent Agenda for approval.
Reports and Documents Attached:
• Document 1: Sign District map.
• Document 2: Draft ordinance and redlined text for Chapters 4, 6, 8, 9, 12, and 13, prepared
by staff and the Village Attorney.
• Document 3: April 23, 2019 ARB meeting minutes.
Meeting History
Committee of the Whole
Architectural Review Board Workshop (initial)
Architectural Review Board Workshop
(continued)
Architectural Review Board Public Hearing
Committee of the Whole (current)

November 12, 2018
December 18, 2018
February 19, 2019
April 23, 2019
May 28, 2019
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DOCUMENT 1

Village of Lincolnshire
Revised 03/13/2017

Title 12: Sign Control
Page 3

DOCUMENT 2
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VILLAGE OF LINCOLNSHIRE
ORDINANCE NO. ________________
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING TITLE 12 (SIGNS)
OF THE LINCOLNSHIRE VILLAGE CODE
WHEREAS, the Village of Lincolnshire, an Illinois home rule municipal corporation,
has the authority to adopt ordinances and promulgate rules and regulations that pertain
to its government and affairs, including the coordination and operation of various
activities and structures within its boundaries, and to protect the public health, safety,
and welfare of its citizens; and
WHEREAS, the Village has express statutory authority to establish and enforce
standards for the review of the design of buildings and structures, including signs, 65
ILCS 5/11-13-1(12); and
WHEREAS, the Village Board finds it necessary for the promotion and
preservation of the public health, safety and welfare of the Village that the design,
erection, construction, location and maintenance of all signs be regulated and
controlled;
WHEREAS, the Village has an important and substantial interest in ensuring the
signs erected and displayed in the community are constructed well and maintained in
good order to ensure the signs do not deteriorate and consequently have a negative
impact on aesthetics and property values; and
WHEREAS, Village Board finds that sign clutter makes the community less
attractive for commerce and private investment, and dilutes and obscures messages
being displayed in the village’s non-residential sign districts by creating visual confusion
and aesthetic blight; and
WHEREAS, the Village Board desires to revise the regulation of signs by
combining the Downtown Sign District with the Corridor Commercial Sign District and
making corresponding changes throughout the Sign Code; and
WHEREAS, the Village Board further desires to make certain changes to the
regulations governing the illumination of signs and the application process for ground
sign permits;
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WHEREAS, the Village Board referred to the Architectural Review Board (“ARB”)
a petition to research, consider and prepare proposed text amendments to the Sign
Code; and
WHEREAS, following due publication of notice in the April 6, 2019 Daily Herald, a
public hearing concerning the proposed amendments to the sign districts, the regulation
of sign illumination and the application process for ground sign permits in the Sign Code
of the Village was convened by the ARB on April 23, 2019; and
WHEREAS, following deliberation and consideration on the evidence and
testimony elicited during the public hearings and the recommendation of the ARB, the
Village Board desires for the Sign Code to be amended as proposed by Staff; and
WHEREAS, the Village hereby finds that it is in the best interest of the Village and
the public to amend its Sign Code to promote the highest and best use of the land in the
Village and to achieve various other goals promoting the economic health and welfare
of the Village.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED by the Mayor and Board of Trustees of
the Village Of Lincolnshire, Lake County, Illinois, in exercise of its home rule powers, as
follows:
SECTION ONE: The findings contained in the preambles to this Ordinance are
found to be true and correct and are hereby adopted as part of this Ordinance as
though fully set forth herein. The findings of the Architectural Review Board of the
Village of Lincolnshire, Lake County, Illinois, are herein incorporated by reference as the
findings of this Board to the same effect as if fully recited herein at length.

All

references in the ARB’s findings are made the references of the Mayor and Board of
Trustees of the Village of Lincolnshire.
SECTION TWO: Title 12, Chapters 4, 6, 8, 9, 12 and 13 are hereby amended in
the manner described in Group Exhibit A, attached hereto and incorporated as though
fully recited herein. The changes are shown as additions described with underlines and
deletions described with strikeouts.
SECTION THREE: If any section, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase or
portion of this Ordinance is for any reason held invalid or unconstitutional by any court
of competent jurisdiction, either facially or as applied, such portion shall be deemed a
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separate, distinct, and independent provision and such holding shall not affect the
validity of the remaining portions hereof or any other application under which such
provision is deemed permitted.
SECTION FOUR: All prior Ordinances in conflict or inconsistent herewith are
hereby expressly repealed only to the extent of such conflict or inconsistency.
SECTION FIVE: This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its
passage, approval and publication in pamphlet form as provided by law.

SO ORDAINED this _______ Day of ____________________, 2019, at
Lincolnshire, Lake County, Illinois.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
APPROVED:

______________________________
Elizabeth J. Brandt, Mayor
DATE:
ATTEST:

______________________________
Barbara Mastandrea, Village Clerk
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GROUP EXHIBIT A
TITLE 12
CHAPTER 4
CHAPTER 6
CHAPTER 8
CHAPTER 9
CHAPTER 12
CHAPTER 13

[SEE ATTACHED]
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CHAPTER 4
SIGN PERMIT
SECTION:
12-4-1 SIGN PERMIT
A. Applicability
No sign, except those identified as exempt, shall be erected, constructed, altered or relocated
without first obtaining a sign permit from the Department of Community and Economic
Development.

B. Authority and Execution
The Department of Community and Economic Development shall be responsible for
determining compliance with this Title.
C. Permit Application
An application for a sign permit shall be made upon forms provided by the Department of
Community and Economic Development, signed by the applicant, and contain or have
attached thereto the following information:
1. Name of person, firm, corporation or association constructing and erecting the sign.
2. Location of building, structure or lot to which or upon which sign is to be attached or
erected.
3. Name, address, and telephone number of the applicant, and the name of a responsible
party in the case of corporate applications.
4. Written consent of the owner of the building structure or land on which the sign is to be
erected.
5. Site plan showing location of the sign upon the lot and copy of the sign.
6. Elevation of proposed sign showing size of sign and height of top of sign above grade.
7. Four (4) sets of plans and specifications showing the method of construction, location,
support, attachment to the buildings or grounds, illumination and the lighting intensity. If
not included therein, four (4) sketches showing the sign faces, exposed surfaces and
proposed message, all accurately represented in scale as to size, proportion and color. If
the sign is to be attached to a building, a drawing shall be submitted showing the sign on
the facade of the building.
8. A Landscape Plan which meets the requirements of subsection 12-8-1-E of the Sign
Ordinance.
9. If required by the Department of Community and Economic Development, a copy of
stress sheets and calculations showing that the structure is designed for deadload and
Village of Lincolnshire
Revised 4/27/15

Title 12: Sign Control
Page 1
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wind pressure in any direction, in the amount required by this and all other laws and
ordinances of the Village.
10. Any electrical permit required for this sign.
11. Such other information that the Department of Community and Economic Development
shall require to show full compliance with this and all other ordinances of the Village.
D. Permit Issuance
1. Upon the filing of an application for a sign permit for erection, alteration or relocation of a
sign, the Department of Community and Economic Development shall determine whether
the application is complete. If the application is not complete, the Department of
Community and Economic Development shall promptly notify the applicant of any
deficiencies, and shall not process the application until the deficiencies are remedied.
2. The Department of Community and Economic Development shall examine the plans and
specifications, and the premises upon which the proposed sign is to be erected to ensure
compliance with the requirements of this Title and all other applicable ordinances of the
Village.
3. The Department of Community and Economic Development shall issue the sign permit if
the sSign complies with the requirements of this Title and all other ordinances of the
Village, and involves any sign other than new ground sign applications or applications for
structural ground sign changes new wall sign installation or changes to existing wall or
ground sign faces only without altering the sign structure.
43. New ground sign applications or applications for structural ground sign changes shall be
reviewed and approved by the Architectural Review Board prior to sign permit issuance
by the Department of Community and Economic Development. The Architectural Review
Board’s determination for code-compliant signs is final. Sign applications requiring
variations shall receive final approval by the Village Board. Applications for changes to
existing sign faces and sign replacements shall be reviewed by the Department of
Community and Economic Development.
E. Approval of Electrified Signs
The application for an electrical permit for the erection of an Electrical Sign shall be submitted
to the Department of Community and Economic Development, who shall forward the
specifications regarding all wiring and connections to the Village’s Building Official. The
Building Official shall examine the plans and specifications to determine compliance with the
Electrical Code of the Village as a condition of granting the sign permit.
F. Permit to Alter Sign
Whenever a holder of a permit desires to enlarge or alter the Sign Area or Sign Face, he shall
be required to submit an application for a new permit and pay the full fee. There shall be no
refund or credit for fees previously paid, the existing permit will be canceled, and a new
permit issued. However, the repairing, changing of parts, and preventive maintenance of a
sign shall not be deemed to be alterations.
G. Inspection
The Village’s Building Official may inspect, at such times as deemed appropriate, each sign
regulated by this Title. The purpose of the inspection is to ascertain whether the structure is
Village of Lincolnshire
Revised 4/27/15

Title 12: Sign Control
Page 2
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secure or not secure, in need of repair or removal, or in conformance with the permit and the
provisions of this Title and Title 5, Chapter 4 of the Village Code, Building Codes.
H. Sign Permit Void
If there is no activity of the work authorized under a sign permit within six (6) months after the
date of issuance, the permit becomes null and void. The building official is authorized to grant
one (1) or more extensions of time for additional periods not six (6) months each. The
extension shall be requested in writing and justifiable cause demonstrated.
I.

Revocation of Permit
All rights and privileges acquired under the provisions of this section are licenses revocable
at any time by the Village Manager if he/she finds noncompliance with this Title which is not
corrected within twenty (20) days after written notice by the Department of Community and
Economic Development to the permittee, with a copy to the Village Manager. Upon the
termination or revocation of the sign permit, the licensee shall remove the sign within five (5)
days without cost or expense to the Village. In the event of the failure, neglect or refusal on
the part of the licensee to do so, the sign shall be considered a nuisance and the Village may
proceed to remove the same and charge the expense to the licensee.

J. Sign Permit Fees
The fee to be charged for any permit issued for the erection or alteration of a sign shall be as
prescribed in the Comprehensive Fee Schedule as set forth in Chapter 15 of Title 1 of this
Code. Any not-for-profit organization may file an application with the Village for a waiver of
fees imposed by the Village as per section 5-3-2(A) of the Village Building Code.
K. Penalties
1. Any person violating any of the provisions of this Title shall be fined not less than twenty
five dollars ($25.00) nor more than seven hundred fifty dollars ($750.00) for each offense.
A separate offense shall be deemed committed each day during or on which a violation
continues or occurs.
2. If a person installs, permits to be installed, or begins to install, any sign without first
securing a permit as required by this Title such installation shall cease until a sign permit
is issued. In addition, the fee for such a building permit shall be twice the sign permit fee
provided for by this Title.

Village of Lincolnshire
Revised 4/27/15

Title 12: Sign Control
Page 3
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CHAPTER 6
ESTABLISHMENT OF SIGN DISTRICTS
SECTION:
12-6-1 ESTABLISHMENT OF SIGN DISTRICTS
A. Purpose
The establishment of the following sign districts is based upon the dominant uses found in
each district to ensure that signage is consistent with the unique development character
maintained in each district. Regardless of sign district, signage in the Village shall be of the
highest aesthetic standards and promote the Village as a unique destination with clear and
specific requirements.
B. Sign Districts
1. Downtown Sign District
The purpose of the Downtown Sign District is to ensure that signs within the downtown are
compatible with the character and image of the downtown, and provide businesses with a
number of alternatives for advertising to pedestrian and automotive patrons.
In the interest of creating and maintaining an identity and character for the District, for each
property or planned unit development located within the Downtown Sign District, three (3) of
the five (5) types of building Identification Signs shall be selected for all of the buildings in the
development: ground signs, wall signs, window signs, blade signs, awning or canopy signs.
In addition, directional signs are permitted in the Downtown Sign District for each property or
planned unit development.

12. Corridor Commercial Sign District
The purpose of the Corridor Commercial Sign District is to ensure that signs located
within the downtown area and along major arterials provide an effective means of
advertising, as well as presenting a positive and coordinated appearance of the Village
along the roadway. Signs within the corridor cCommercial Sign Districtareas are primarily
oriented toward the automobile.
In the interest of creating and maintaining an identity and character for the District, for
each property or planned unit development located within the Corridor Commercial Sign
District, three (3) of the five (5) types of building Identification Signs shall be selected for
all of the buildings in the development: ground signs, wall signs, window signs, blade
signs, awning or canopy signs. In addition, directional signs are permitted in the Corridor
Commercial Sign District for each property or planned unit development.
In addition to the properties entirely located within the Commercial Sign District, those
properties with frontage along Milwaukee Avenue (bounded by Half Day Road and
Aptakisic Road), with facades oriented towards and directly visible from Milwaukee
Avenue, are permitted signage pursuant to the Commercial Sign District.
Village of Lincolnshire
Revised 03/13/2017
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23. Office/Industrial Sign District
The purpose of the Office/Industrial Sign District is to ensure that signs located within the
Village’s Office/Industrial Districts provide an effective means of identifying the location
and services of the businesses in the District, as well as presenting a positive and
coordinated appearance of the Village along the roadway. Signs within the
Office/Industrial areas are primarily oriented toward the automobile.
In the interest of creating and maintaining an identity and character for the District, for
each property or planned unit development located within the Office/Industrial Sign
District, two (2) of the following types of building Identification Signs shall be selected for
all of the buildings: ground signs, or wall signs. In addition, directional signs are permitted
in the Office/Industrial Sign District for each property or planned unit development.
In addition to the properties entirely located within the Office/Industrial Sign District, those
properties with frontage along Milwaukee Avenue (bounded by Half Day Road and
Aptakisic Road), with facades oriented towards and directly visible from Milwaukee
Avenue, are permitted signage pursuant to the Office/Industrial Sign District.
34. Residential Sign District
The purpose of the Residential Sign District is to ensure proper regulation of signs
common to residential areas for both permitted non-residential uses that need to identify
their location, and the variety of temporary and non-commercial signs residents may
desire, provided they are not displayed in a manner that is contrary to the predominant
residential character of the district.
In the interest of creating and maintaining an identity and character for the District, for
each non-residential property or planned unit development located within the Residential
Sign District, one (1) of following types of building Identification Signs shall be selected
for all of the buildings in the development: ground sign, or wall sign. In addition,
directional signs are permitted in the Residential Sign District for each non-residential
property or planned unit development.
C. Sign District Location
The locations of the Village of Lincolnshire’s Sign Districts are indicated on the following
page. Upon being annexed, the Zoning Administrator shall have the authority to assign
properties not depicted on the Sign District map described in this Title to the appropriate Sign
District based on the applicable zoning and the Sign District(s) to which the property is
contiguous.

Village of Lincolnshire
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In addition to those properties entirely located within the
Commercial Sign District, those properties with
frontage along Milwaukee Avenue (bounded by Half Day
Rd and Aptakisic Road), with facades oriented towards
and directly visible from Milwaukee Avenue, are permitted
signage pursuant to the Commercial Sign District.
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CHAPTER 8
SIGN CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN: GENERAL STANDARDS
SECTION:
12-8-1 SIGN CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN: GENERAL STANDARDS
The following standards apply to all signs, unless specifically noted otherwise.
A. Location
1. Only signs placed by federal, state and/or local government may be erected upon public
property, including but not limited to rights-of-way.
2. No sign mounted on the exterior of a building shall cover any windows, doors or any
architectural building features.
3. All portions of letters/logo shall be a minimum of three (3) feet from the building edge of
any face, roof line, ground line or floor/ceiling/roof/wall lines which separate individual
tenant spaces.
4. On a corner lot, no freestanding sign over two (2) feet tall may be placed within the
visibility triangle. The visibility triangle is an area with one (1) point at the intersection of
the intersecting streets’ centerlines, and the other two (2) points located on each street’s
centerline one-hundred (100) feet away from the intersection of said centerlines. The
clear sight area is illustrated below.

Illustration of vision triangle for 12-8-1-A-4
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B. Sign Structure and Installation
Supports and braces shall be an integral part of the sign design. Angle irons, chains or wires
used for supports or braces shall be hidden from public view to the extent technically feasible.
C. Wind Pressure and Direct Load
All signs must be designed and constructed to receive dead loads and withstand a wind
speed of no less than ninety (90) miles per hour.
D. Illumination
Any sign illumination, including gooseneck reflectors must be designed, located, shielded and
directed to prevent the casting of glare or direct light upon roadways and surrounding
properties, or to distract the operators of motor vehicle or pedestrians in the public right-ofway. In the case of internally illuminated signs, the sign face must function as a filter for any
illumination.
1. Illuminated signs located within 120 feet of any dwelling and for which the sign face has a
direct line of sight toward windows of such dwelling shall be turned off and not operated
no later than one o’clock (1:00) A.M. or when the premises is no longer open to the
public, whichever is earlier, and may be turned and operated no earlier than when the
premises opens to the public or six o’clock (6:00) A.M., whichever is earlier.
Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, for businesses which are open to the
public 24 hours each day, illuminated signs are not required to be turned off any time the
business remains open. For the purpose of this section D.1, the measurement shall be
from the face of the sign to the nearest façade of the nearest dwelling. Except as
provided in this paragraph, all other signs are not required to be turned off.
2. Lighting for signs shall be in harmony with the signs' and the project's design. If outside
lighting is used, it should be arranged so the light source is shielded from view.
3. The maximum lighting shall be one-half (½) footcandle, as measured at the property line
reflecting from a white background aimed at the face of the sign.
4.

All illuminated signs shall be equipped with a safety shut-off switch.

E. Ground Sign Landscaping
All Ground Signs must be landscaped at the base of the sign in accordance with the
following:
1. For every one (1) square foot of gross sign area, there shall be provided a minimum of
two (2) square feet of landscape area.
2. The sign landscape plan must be drawn to scale, and shall show the dimensions of the
proposed landscape area. The sign landscape plan shall provide a species list which
includes the common and scientific name, size, quantity, and period of flowering (annuals
and perennials), for all proposed plant material.
3. The sign landscape plan will utilize a variety of plant types including, but not limited to;
deciduous and evergreen shrubs, annual and perennial plants and grasses, and ground
covers, to achieve both height variation and color interest throughout the four seasons.
Village of Lincolnshire
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Ground signs must be landscaped with small shrubs a minimum of eighteen (18) inches
in height at planting. The remainder of the landscaped area must be planted with
perennials or other groundcover.
4. To provide diversity, at least two (2) different types of plant material must be installed,
excluding turf and annual flowers, provided that at least one plant type shall consist of
evergreen shrubs or groundcovers. If any portion of the required planting area is located
less than fifteen (15) feet from the edge of the street, If evergreen shrubs or groundcovers
are not requiredused at all, but at least three (3) different types of plant material must be
installed, one of which may be annual flowers.
If any portion of the required planting area is located less than fifteen (15) feet from the
edge of the street, that portion shall be exempt from the evergreen requirement and shall
include a minimum of two (2) different types of plant material, one of which may be annual
flowers.
5. In addition to the plantings described above, the sign landscape plan shall also include
soil protection such as, but not limited to, ground cover plants or organic hardwood
mulch. However, no more than twenty-five percent (25%) of the total landscape bed may
be void of plants at any one time.
6. All landscaping must be maintained in good condition, and free and clear of rubbish and
weeds.
7. Sign landscaping must conform to the requirements of this section within one (1) year
after the effective date of this Code.
F. Glass
Any glass forming a part of any sign shall be safety glass with a minimum thickness of onefourth (1/4) inch.
G. Lettering
All letters, figures, characters or representations, in cut-out or irregular form, maintained in
conjunction with, attached to, or superimposed upon any sign must be safely and securely
built or attached to the sign structure.
H. Items of Information
1. All signs must limit the number of items of information on any single sign face to no more
than two (2) items to prevent traffic hazards for passing motorists and to minimize the
cluttered appearance of signs.
2.

Village of Lincolnshire
Revised 11/12/18

Each descriptive or identifying word, set of words, icon, logo, symbol or image on a
sign shall be defined as an “item of information”. For example, but not in limitation
thereof, each of the following would be one (1) item of information: (a) the name of
the business, even if multiple words, or (b) the business logo. The street number
address of the business is not counted as an item of information. A company
catchphrase or motto may be included on a sign only if it is a part of the legal name
of a business. Products, services, telephone number, or a website address shall not
be permitted as part of the Copy on a permanent sign unless it is part of the legal
Title 12: Sign Control
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name of a business. The prohibition against displaying the names of products or
services shall not apply to Awning/Canopy Signs. Temporary signs shall be exempt
from any limitations on items of information.

Illustration of number of items of information for 12-8-1-H-2

3. Changeable message signs where the items of information are changed manually or
electronically, only as expressly permitted by other sections of this Title, are counted as
one (1) item of information.
4. All signs on a zoning lot must be related to the resident or business located on such
zoning lot, with the exception of non-commercial or political signs.
5. Ground signs for commercial developments with multiple tenants that advertise the
names of the tenants located within the development are limited to one (1) item of
information per tenant. Ground signs for multi-tenant developments shall have a total limit
of four (4) items of information. The name of the multi-tenant development shall not be
included as an additional item of information.
6. Directory signs are exempt from the items of information limitation.
I.

Maintenance
1. All signs shall be kept and maintained in a safe, neat and orderly condition and
appearance.
2. The owner and/or lessee of each sign shall maintain such sign to prevent corrosion or
deterioration caused by the weather, age or any other condition, and otherwise to keep
the same in a safe, neat and orderly condition and appearance.

J. Design Criteria
The purpose of these design criteria is to establish a checklist of those items relative to signs
that affect the aesthetics of Lincolnshire's environment. Pertinent to signs is the design of the
sign and its relation to buildings, structures, planting, street furniture and the distance to the
nearest public street.
The following criteria are not intended to restrict imagination, innovation or variety, but rather
to assist in focusing on design principles that can result in creative solutions that will develop
a satisfactory visual appearance within the Village, preserve property values and promote the
public health, safety and welfare.
Village of Lincolnshire
Revised 11/12/18
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1. Every sign shall have good scale and proportion in its design and in its visual relationship
to buildings and surroundings.
2. Sign materials, size, color, lettering, location and arrangement shall be an integral part of
site and building design.
3. The colors and materials of every sign shall be restrained and harmonious.
4. The number of graphic elements on a sign shall be held to the minimum needed to
convey the sign's principle message, and shall be composed in proportion to the area of
the sign face. Text should be kept to permitted items of information.
5. Supports and braces shall be an integral part of the sign design. Angle irons, chains or
wires used for supports or braces shall be hidden from public view to the extent
technically feasible.

K. Sign Face to be Smooth
Any sign, other advertising structure, marquee, canopy or awning, as defined in this Title,
which is within ten (10) feet of a street, shall have no nails, tacks, wires or other hazardous
projections protruding therefrom.
L. Copy Area Appearance
The Copy on any sign must be legibly and professionally rendered on a suitable contrasting
background, which enhances the visibility of the Copy and is consistent with the design
criteria described herein.

Village of Lincolnshire
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CHAPTER 9
SIGN CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN: SPECIFIC STANDARDS BY SIGN TYPE
SECTION:
12-9-1 SIGN CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN: SPECIFIC STANDARDS BY SIGN TYPE
The following signs are the only types of permanent signs permitted in the Village.
A. Ground Signs
Ground signs are permitted subject to the following:
1.

Ground signs are permitted only in the districts listed in Tables 1 and 2, subject to the
regulations of Tables 1 and 2 and this Title.

2.

One (1) ground sign is permitted per street frontage of a zoning lot with a maximum of
two (2) sign faces, except that any lot or parcel with a frontage of eight hundred (800) feet
or more may have two (2) ground signs located not less than four hundred (400) feet
apart. If a zoning lot has frontage on more than one (1) street then said lot will be allowed
one (1) ground sign per frontage, provided there is sufficient frontage to place the two (2)
signs no closer than one hundred (100) feet apart.

3.

In addition to a ground sign, drive-through establishments are permitted one (1) menu
board sign, whether constructed as a ground sign or double post sign, no more than forty
(40) square feet in sign area, no more than six (6) feet in height and no less than twenty
(20) feet from any lot line.

4.

Ground signs must be setback a minimum distance from the edge of the street, as shown
in Table 1: Ground Signs – Monument and Table 2: Ground Signs – Double Post. All
signs must be located entirely on private property. No part of any ground sign may be
located within or over a street.

5.

All ground signs shall be approved by the Department of Community and Economic
Development as being in compliance with Title 5, Chapter 4 of the Village Code and shall
be constructed of incombustible or approved combustible materials as defined in Section
12-3-1 Definitions.

6.

Ground signs may be illuminated by backlit/reverse channel or channel lighting or by
external lighting fixtures such as goosenecks and flood lights, with lighting color restricted
to shades of white. Internally illuminated ground signs shall be designed so light is filtered
through the face of individually cut letter sets. Within the Downtown Sign District, internal
illumination shall be limited to multi-tenant ground signs only.

7.

The sign structure and sign face of ground signs shall exhibit good scale and proportion;
and shall be an integral part of the site and building design by sharing architectural
features with the principal structure, including one or more building materials, colors, or
design elements.

8.

The sign material of ground signs shall consist of materials such as wood, stone, brick,
copper, bronze, steel, brushed aluminum, iron, concrete, or similar. Synthetic plaster
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shall be permitted if it is used as a primary exterior material on the approved principal
structure.
9.

Letters and logo(s) are limited to no more than two (2) colors and must be individually
carved, etched, or raised and may consist of plastic, wood, or metal letters, with a nonreflective surface, on a contrasting background. Multiple colors used on a logo or mark
registered with the United States Patent and Trademark Office are permitted.
Consistency must be provided between ground sign lettering and the accompanying wall
signs on the building.
All ground signs in the Downtown District must be constructed of natural materials, such
as wood, stone or masonry, including composite materials that give the impression of
such materials.
All monument ground signs in the Downtown District shall be composed of three (3)
parts: base, sign area and cap.

10. Ground signs for multi-tenant buildings shall exhibit the same design characteristics;
including materials, color, fonts, lighting, tenant panels, etc, and shall be consistent in
design where there are multiple ground signs on a single property. Ground signs for
multi-tenant buildings are limited to four (4) tenants per sign face and a development
name. The development name must be larger than the name of individual tenants. In
addition, the development name may be distinguished from the individual t enants by font,
color or material.
11. The Copy Area shall be a minimum of 2 inches (2”) from the perimeter of each Sign Face
and shall not exceed a maximum of seventy percent (70%) of the Sign Area.

SIGN DISTRICT
Downtown Sign
District
- Single Tenant
Downtown Sign
District
- Multi Tenant
Corridor Commercial
Sign District
- Single Tenant
Corridor Commercial
Sign District
- Multi Tenant
Office/Industrial Sign
District
Residential Sign
District

Village of Lincolnshire
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TABLE 1
GROUND SIGNS – MONUMENT
Maximum Sign
Maximum Height
Maximum Length
Area
of Monument
of Monument

Minimum
Setback

54 sq. ft.

6 ft.

9 ft.

15 ft.

67.5 sq. ft.

7.5 ft.

9 ft.

15 ft.

60 sq. ft.

6 ft.

10 ft.

15 ft.

75 sq. ft.

7.5 ft.

10 ft.

15 ft.

72 sq. ft.

6 ft.

12 ft.

15 ft.

30 sq. ft.

5 ft.

6 ft.

15 ft.
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SIGN DISTRICT
Downtown Sign
District
Corridor
Commercial Sign
District
Office/Industrial
Sign District
Residential Sign
District

TABLE 2
GROUND SIGNS – DOUBLE POST
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Structure
Structure
Sign Area
Area
Height

Maximum
Structure
Length

Minimum
Setback

24 sq. ft.

66 sq. ft.

5.5 ft.

12 ft.

15 ft.

30 sq. ft.

72 sq. ft.

6 ft.

12 ft.

15 ft.

30 sq. ft.

72 sq. ft.

6 ft.

12 ft.

15 ft.

20 sq. ft.

44 sq. ft.

5.5 ft.

8 ft.

15 ft.

B. Wall Signs
Permanent wall signs are permitted in the Downtown Sign District, the Corridor Commercial
Sign District, the Office/Industrial Sign District and for non-residential uses in the Residential
Sign District, subject to the following standards.
1.

Wall signs are permitted only in districts listed in Table 3, subject to the regulations of
Table 3 and this Title. The maximum Sign Area of a wall sign shall be ten percent (10%)
of the area of the wall to which it is attached, including doors and windows, or the
maximum wall sign area listed in Table 3, whichever is less.

2.

Wall signs are permitted for each building wall that faces a public street or parking lot , with
no more than one (1) wall sign permitted on any wall, unless permitted by Section 12-91(B)(11) and Section 12-9-1(B)(13). Where there is a secondary customer entrance, an
additional wall sign is permitted but shall be limited to no more than sixteen (16) square feet
and shall only indicate the name of the business and the words “entrance,” “enter” or similar
term.

3.

The total area of a side wall sign or signs shall not exceed five percent (5%) of the area
of the side façade of the principal building, including doors and windows, or twenty -five
(25) square feet, whichever is less. Any side wall sign must be located facing a side yard
of twelve (12) feet or more in width on the same lot.

4.

Wall signs must be safely and securely attached to the building wall. Wall signs must be
affixed flat against the building wall and must not project more than six (6) inches from
the building wall. Illuminated wall signs shall not be permitted to extend more than twelve
(12) inches beyond the sign face or sign structure.

5.

No wall sign affixed to a building, including sign support structure, may project beyond the
ends or top of the wall to which it is attached. On buildings existing on the effective date
of this Title, July 1, 2009, a parapet wall must not be constructed for the sole purpose of
increasing the allowable height of a wall sign.

6.

Wall signs shall not cover windows, doors or architectural features.

7.

For buildings in commercial use, wall signs should be located on the sign frieze, or the
portion of the building immediately above the first floor windows and below the second
floor window sills in the case of a two-story building. For buildings in office use that are
larger than two-stories, wall signs may be located on the top floor of the building no more
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than five (5) feet above the windows on the top floor and no portion of such wall sign shall
extend above the roof line.
8.

Wall signs may be constructed of wood, metal or plastic.

9. Internally illuminated Wwall signs may have either channel lit letters or shall only consist of
reverse channel lit letters backlit/halo illumination and be designed . Sign bands shall not
be illuminatedso light does not filter through the face of individually cut letter sets . In the
Corridor Commercial and Office/Industrial Sign Districts, internal channel lit letters
illumination where light is filtered through the face of individual letter sets are is permitted
under the following conditions: a) the majority of gross floor area must be devoted to
office use; b) the wall sign shall only identify the office occupant; c) the building height
must be a minimum of forty (40) feet; and d) the wall sign shall be mounted a minimum of
thirty-five (35) feet above grade. Gooseneck reflectors are permitted on all wall signs
provided the reflectors concentrate the illumination upon the sign face only.
10. In no case shall any side wall or rear wall sign be permitted to contain any form of
illumination if said wall is adjacent to a residential district.
11. On multi-tenant commercial buildings, all wall signs must be located at a generally
uniform height on the building wall in similar proportion to one another. Wall signs
identifying individual tenant spaces in multi-tenant structures shall be centered within
each leaseable space unless otherwise approved by the Department of Community and
Economic Development. Signs within a multi-tenant commercial development must be of
a natural or white finish, however a logo or mark registered with the United States Patent
and Trademark Office shall not be limited by color. Where a single principal building is
devoted to two (2) or more business or commercial uses, the operator of each such use
may install a wall sign. The maximum area of each such sign shall be determined by the
proportionate share of the front façade, including doors and windows, of the principal
building occupied by each such use and applying such proportion to the total sign area
permitted for the front wall of the building.
12. On multi-tenant office buildings, one wall sign shall be permitted per building frontage,
provided signs have a minimum separation from the common edge of each building
frontage equal to ten feet (10’) or one third (1/3) of the length of the respective frontage,
whichever is lesser.
13. On multi-tenant industrial buildings, individual tenant wall signs shall be permitted only for
those tenant spaces that have individual entrances facing a public street or a parking lot.
Such signs must be located over or next to a corresponding entrance at a uniform height
on the building wall in similar proportion to one another. Regardless of whether the first
wall sign in any multi-tenant building is installed over the entry or next to the entry, that
same placement type shall be required for any additional signs in the same building. The
maximum area of each such sign shall be determined by the proportionate share of the
front façade, including doors and windows of the principal building occupied by each
tenant space and applying such proportion to the total sign area permitted for the front
wall of the building. Any two adjoining wall signs placed next to entrances shall be
located no closer than 1 foot (1’) from each other. Any two adjoining wall signs placed
above entrances shall be located no closer than 5 feet (5’) from each other.
14. Within a single-tenant commercial development, signs utilizing carved, etched, or raised
letters are not limited by color. Metal letters and logos shall have a non-reflective metal
surface.
Village of Lincolnshire
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15. Wall signs shall be attached to a building façade at a height of not less than eight (8) feet
above any sidewalk, and may not extend over said thoroughfare and/or sidewalk.
16. Consistency must be provided between ground sign lettering design for individual tenants
and the corresponding lettering of wall signs on the façade of the building.
TABLE 3
WALL SIGNS
SIGN DISTRICT
Downtown Sign
District
Corridor Commercial
Sign District
Office/Industrial Sign
District
Residential Sign
District
- Non-residential Use

Maximum Sign Area
10% of the area of the
wall to which the sign is
attached
10% of the area of the
wall to which the sign is
attached
10% of the area of the
wall to which the sign is
attached
10% of the area of the
wall to which the sign is
attached,
or 24 sq. ft.,
whichever is less

Maximum
Sign Length

Maximum
Height of
Sign Face

Maximum
Height of
Letters

Maximum
Height of
Logo

15 ft.

2 ft.

18 in.

24 in.

18 ft.

3 ft.

24 in.

30 in.

20 ft.

3 ft.

24 in.

30 in.

8 ft.

2 ft.

12 in.

18 in.

C. Awnings and Canopies
Awnings and canopies that are considered an architectural feature of a building not used for
advertising are not considered a sign. Awnings and canopies containing an advertising
message shall be considered a sign, subject to review by the Architectural Review Board and
are subject to the following regulations:
1.

Awnings and canopies are permitted signs in any non-residential sign district.

2.

All awnings or canopies must maintain a minimum eight (8) foot clearance from grade.
Awnings and supports for canopies must not extend past a setback two (2) feet from the
curb line, or if there is no curb line the property line.

3.

An advertising message on any individual awning or canopy is limited to twenty-five
percent (25%) of the surface of the vertical face of the awning or canopy on which it is
placed. The advertising may contain one (1) of the following items of information per
awning or canopy: the legal business name, logo, or a business product or service; all of
a consistent color and font size. No more than four (4) awning or canopy signs are
permitted on each frontage described in Paragraph 4 below.

4.

Awning and canopy signs shall be permitted for each facade of a building or tenant space
that has been designed to include a customer entrance, display or decorative window, or
for which the architectural design treatment and details are the same as those used in the
primary facade of the building, subject to review by the Architectural Review Board.

5.

Awning or canopy signs shall be centered on the awning or canopy to which they are
affixed and located parallel to the building facade upon which the awning or canopy is
attached.
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6.

Awnings and canopies shall be constructed out of incombustible, non-reflective material.
Back-lit awnings and canopies are prohibited.

Examples of awnings that meet the standards of 12-9-1-C

7.

Awnings and canopies must be securely attached to and supported by a building. All
frames and supports must be made of metal or other similar rigid material and meet the
requirements of Title 5, Chapter 4.

8.

All awnings or canopies shall comply with the following design standards:
a. Awnings and canopies shall be compatible in material and construction to the style
and character of the building. The color of the awning or canopy shall be compatible
with the overall color scheme of the façade.
b. Awnings and canopies shall be generally aligned with others nearby in order to
maintain a sense of visual continuity.
c.

Awnings and canopies shall be tailored to the façade of the building and positioned
so that distinctive architectural features remain visible.

d. All awning and canopy signs located on an individual building shall be of a similar
size with no more than one (1) line of horizontal sign copy permitted per awning or
canopy sign. However, if the awning or canopy sign message is part of a business
registered name displayed over two lines, two lines shall be permitted.
e. Awning or canopy signs will not be permitted on the sloped or curved face of an
awning or canopy.
9.

The following maximum dimensions are permitted for awning and canopy signs:
a. Letter Height: Twelve (12) inches.
b. Logo Height: Eighteen (18) inches.
c.

Sign Face Height: Eighteen (18) inches.

d. Sign Length: Ten (10) feet.
e. Sign Surface Area: Ten (10) square feet.
Village of Lincolnshire
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D. Blade Signs
1.

Location
Blade signs shall be erected perpendicular to the structure to which they are attached.
Signs erected at the corner of a building may be placed at a one-hundred-thirty-five
(135°) degree angle to the facade of the building used for customer entrance. No portion
of a blade sign shall be permitted to be less than ten (10) feet above the level of the
walkway or predominant grade over which it extends.

2.

Size
Blade signs are permitted up to a maximum surface area of four (4) square feet for
tenants in multi-tenant buildings and twenty (20) square feet for free-standing
businesses.

3.

Quantity
One (1) blade sign shall be permitted for each public entrance into an individual
tenant/business space. However, for tenant spaces or buildings with a corner building
entrance orientation, one (1) blade sign shall be permitted per building frontage.

4.

Sign Design and Materials
a. All blade signs located on an individual building shall be of a similar size and
proportion.
b.

A blade sign shall not extend more than three (3) feet from the wall/ceiling to which it
is attached.

c.

Blade signs shall be designed to relate to the architectural design of the building to
which they are attached.

d. Blade signs shall be constructed of wood, metal or similar materials, at the
recommendation of the Architectural Review Board and approval by the Village
Board.
E. Marquee Signs
Marquee signs shall be restricted to a position over the main entrance into a building.
1.

Location
No marquee shall be erected in any residential district.

2.

Construction Materials Required
All marquees, including the anchors, bolts, supports, rods and braces thereof, shall be
constructed of incombustible or approved combustible materials, shall be designed by a
structural engineer and shall be approved by the Department of Community and
Economic Development as being in compliance with the Village Building Code. If
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appropriate, an electrical inspection shall be made to determine if the m arquee is in
compliance with all electrical provisions of this Code.
a. Drainage: The roof of all marquees shall be properly guttered and connected by
downspouts to a storm sewer or other drainage that is acceptable to the Department
of Community and Economic Development so that the water therefrom will not flow
onto public property.
b. Roofs: The roofs of all marquees shall be used for no other purpose than to form and
constitute a roof, and shall be constructed of incombustible materials.
c.

Erection, Bracing, Anchorage and Supports: Marquees shall be supported solely by
the building to which they are attached, and no columns or posts shall be permitted
as support therefore.

d. Roof Live Load Requirements: The roof of any marquee shall be designed and
constructed to support a live load of not less than forty (40) pounds per square foot.
e. Anchorage to Wood Structure Prohibited: No marquee shall be erected on any
building of wood frame construction.
3.

Height above Sidewalk
No portion of a marquee shall be permitted to be less than ten (10) feet above the level of
walkway over which it extends.
a. Setback from Curb Line: No marquee shall be permitted to extend beyond the
property line or over a street.
b. Width: No marquee shall be wider than the entrance or entrances of the building, plus
five (5) feet on each side thereof, unless approval is recommended from the
Architectural Review Board and approved by the Village Board.

4.

Signs Attached to Marquees
No temporary sign as defined elsewhere within this Title, shall be attached to, or hung
from a marquee except changeable copy affixed or illuminated directly upon the vertical
hanging fascias of the marquee. The Sign Face on any marquee shall be limited to fifty
percent (50%) of the gross surface area of the vertical hanging fascias of the marquee.

F. Vehicle Fueling Station Signs
For vehicle fueling stations, regardless of which sign district each is located in, all signs must
comply with the regulations contained in Paragraphs A (Ground Signs) or B (Wall Signs) above.
In addition, the following permanent signs shall be permitted:
1.

Wall signs limited to those which identify the brand name or logo of the fueling station.

2.

Additional signage may be integrated into ground signs for the purpose of indicating the
price of gasoline only, subject to the following criteria:
a. Manual Changeable Copy Sign: The sign area of such signs shall not exceed twelve
(12) square feet, in surface area.

Village of Lincolnshire
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b. Electronic Message Sign:
i. Shall consist of L.E.D. panels that, at a minimum, utilize Multi-Segment L.E.D.
Technology (MST) digit configuration displays.
ii. Not more than two (2) gasoline products shall be displayed per sign face.
iii. Digits shall not exceed twelve (12) inches in height and are limited to three (3) digit
numerical displays, not including a 9/10 th fractional digit or decimal point.

Illustration of three digit numerical display for
12-9-1-F-2-b iii,

iv. L.E.D. color shall be limited to one (1) color on black background and shall be the
same color for each L.E.D. display used.
v. The maximum brightness permitted shall not exceed 3,250 nits during the day and
500 nits at night. Additionally, each L.E.D. panel shall include a circuit board
equipped with light sensors per side to automatically adjust L.E.D. brightness
based on ambient light level.
vi. Shall be turned off at the close of daily business operating hours, unless such
vehicle fueling station operates 24 hours per day.
vii. All electronic images must remain static. No flashing, blinking, chasing, animations
or other attention seeking effects shall be permitted.
3.

One (1) sign over each pump stand not to exceed eighteen (18) inches in height with
length governed by the length of the pump structure itself.

G. Directional Signs
Directional signs accessory to parking and driveway areas are permitted subject to the
following regulations:
1.

One (1) sign may be erected to designate each entrance to or exit from a parking or
driveway area. One (1) additional directional sign is permitted for each intersection of
drive aisles within a site, to identify traffic routing, entrances and services, such as drivein lanes. Each such sign shall not exceed three (3) square feet in area. Directional signs
may be double-faced signs and placed no higher than four (4) feet above grade.

2.

Directional signs must identify use only by means of a logo, shape, or color with the
exception of words such as ENTRANCE or EXIT. Directional signs may also identify
walkways, parking lot entrances and exits, and features of a similar nature.
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3.

When more than one (1) directional sign is located on a single site or unified
development, each Directional Sign shall maintain a consistent sign design.

4.

Directional signs must be located entirely on the property to which they pertain and must
be located so as not to interfere with the safe sight distances of vehicles traveling into,
out of, or throughout the site.
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CHAPTER 12
EXEMPT SIGNS
SECTION:
12-12-1 EXEMPT SIGNS
The provisions and regulations of this Title shall not apply to the following signs; however, said
signs shall be subject to the provisions of Section 12-10-1.
A. Decorations and traditional lighting schemes displayed in connection with civic, patriotic or
religious holidays.
A. Directory signs no more than six (6) square feet in surface area.
B. Institutional Bulletin Board. One (1) bulletin board sign with a Sign Area not more than twelve
(12) square feet not to exceed a maximum height of six (6) feet for a place of worship, library,
school or other public building, provided such sign shall be located on the same zoning lot as
the principal building.
C. Miscellaneous information signs. The following types of miscellaneous information signs shall
be exempt from sign permit requirements:
1. Matter appearing on newspaper vending boxes.
2. Matter appearing on or adjacent to entry doors such as PUSH, PULL, OPEN and/or
CLOSED.
3. Matter appearing on display windows or doors denoting hours of operation, credit cards
accepted, and similar information.
4. Information pertaining to the operating instructions, name or logo of vending machines
and automatic teller machines. Such signs shall not exceed thirty (30) percent of that
portion of the machine upon which the sign is placed and shall appear on only one (1) of
its faces.
D. Official federal, state or local government traffic, directional and informational signs and
notices issued by any court, person or officer in performance of a public duty or any other
sign that is required to be posted by any government agency, including but not limited to
signs described in the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, the Illinois Vehicle Code
and the Illinois Highway Code.
E. Plaques or tablets, denoting names of buildings and date of erection cut into any masonry
surface.
F. Political signs are permitted only on private property and require consent of the property
owner. Signs may be double-sided and shall be limited to six (6) square feet in area per side
and a maximum height of four (4) feet.
G. Residential street and/or house signs not exceeding one and one-half (1½) square feet in
area, which are limited to address information.
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H. On property owned or leased by the owner of one or more vehicles, one sign placed on the
inside of only one of such owner’s or lessee’s vehicles shall be exempt from the regulations
of this Chapter.
I.

Signs warning of construction, excavation or similar hazards so long as the hazard exists.

J. Signs placed by utilities to show the location of underground facilities.
K. The following alteration and maintenance operations are exempt from sign permit
requirements:
1. Changing of the advertising copy or message on an existing changeable copy sign or
similar approved sign, whether illuminated or non-illuminated.
2. Painting, repainting, cleaning, changing permitted items of information, or other normal
maintenance and repair of a sign, not involving structural changes or changes in the
electrical components of the sign.
3. Subject to the sign owner’s consent, a noncommercial message of any type may be
substituted, in whole or in part, for any commercial message or any other noncommercial
message provided that the sign structure or mounting device is permitted without
consideration of message content. Such substitution of message may be made without
any additional approval or permitting. This provision prevails over any more specific
provision to the contrary within the Title. The purpose of this provision is to prevent any
inadvertent favoring of commercial speech over noncommercial speed, or favoring of any
particular noncommercial message over any other noncommercial message. This
provision does not create a right to increase the total amount of signage on a parcel, nor
does it affect the requirement that a sign structure or mounting device be properly
permitted.
L. Warning sign. Warning signs, such as “no trespassing,” “beware of dog,” “no solicitation”,
etc., each not more than one (1) square foot in size and not to exceed two (2) per zoning lot.
M. Umbrella signs may display only the name and logo of the business operating on the
premises where the umbrella signs are located. Umbrella signs shall be of a color and
appearance that is harmonious with the color and appearance of the business to which they
belong.
N. Window signs for permanent display are permitted in the Downtown and Corridor Commercial
Sign Districts, subject to the following standards.
1. Window signs affixed to, on the inside of, or within the interior of a window shall occupy
no more than twenty-five percent (25%) of the surface of each window area and be
located at least six (6) inches from the edges of any individual window area. “Window
area” is counted as a continuous surface comprised of one (1) or more window panes until
divided by an architectural or structural element. Mullions are not considered an element
that divides a window area. A “window pane” is each discrete piece of glass which is
mounted in its own frame.
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Illustration of window sign area 12-12-1-O-1

2. One (1) window sign shall be permitted for each facade of a building or tenant space that
faces a street which includes a display or decorative window, or parking lot where there is
a customer entrance or shared customer entrance for multi-tenant commercial
development.
3. Permanent window signs shall be designed to read as individual letters, with the
exception of logos, which may read as a single item. A company catchphrase or motto
may be included on a window sign only if it is a part of the legal name of a business.
Products, services, telephone number, or a website address shall not be permitted as
part of the Copy on a window sign unless it is part of the legal name of a business.
Individual letters and logos may be carved, etched or raised, and must be of a material
that is compatible with the architectural style of the building. Logos may also be
constructed of a hard synthetic material.
4. Permanent window signs are not limited by color, except for second floor window signs
which shall be limited to white, black, silver, or gold and only one color shall be
consistently used on the second floor windows per development.
5. No window sign shall be located above the second floor of a building or tenant space.
6. Window signs that are directly attached to the interior of a window surface shall have
professionally designed lettering or decals. All other window signs shall have a flexible or
hardened backing, of a minimum one-eighth (1/8) inch thickness. No sign shall be affixed
directly to the exterior of a window surface, unless otherwise permitted by Section 12-121.
Village of Lincolnshire
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7. Any sign located within a building interior that is intended for viewing from the exterior of
such a building is considered a window sign.
8. No sign may be attached to, placed upon or printed on the exterior of a window or door of a
building.
P. Window Wrap. Window Wrap is permitted for a full window dimension for windows looking
into areas where the public is not invited or at blank walls.
Q. A-Frame Sign. A-Frame signs shall have a maximum height of three (3) feet and a maximum
sign area of six (6) square feet per sign face and may be double-sided. Signs shall be located
on the nearest sidewalk no further than ten (10) feet from a public entrance to the said business
with in the Downtown and Corridor Commercial Sign Districts. The sign must maintain a 3’
clearance on either side to maintain accessible pedestrian access. The signs shall be
professionally fabricated, be constructed with wood or metal frames, and contain either a
blackboard or poster inserts for the advertising message, The sign shall only be displayed
during normal business hours and must be removed at the close of each business day. The
sign shall not be displayed in conjunction with other temporary signs for the same business.
R. Carry-Out Sign. Parking lot signs designating specific parking spaces for patrons receiving
carry-out or to-go orders from food establishments shall be displayed on a single rectangular
panel not to exceed 18” in length and 12” in width and shall be no taller than 6 feet (6’) in
height. No more than 2 carry-out signs shall be allowed per food establishment occupying
less than 5,000 square feet of building area and not more than 3 such signs shall be
permitted per food establishment occupying 5,000 square feet of building area or more. Food
service establishments which operate primarily on carry-out service shall be permitted up to 3
carry-out signs, subject to approval by the Zoning Administrator, based on the availability of
long-term parking for patrons of other occupants of the retail center, if any.
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CHAPTER 13
TEMPORARY SIGNS
SECTION:
12-13-1 TEMPORARY SIGNS
A. General Regulations for All Temporary Signs
1.

Except as otherwise permitted herein, signs shall be located entirely on property
owned or controlled by the owner of the sign and shall be placed a minimum of
five (5) feet from the property line.

2.

Off-premise temporary signs for owners or tenants in unified commercial/mixeduse developments granted a Planned Unit Development designation shall be
permitted, regardless of property ownership, so long as the sign is located within
the boundaries of the Planned Unit Development.

3.

Up to twenty-four (24) off-premises institutional signs are permitted, provided
they are no larger than four (4) square feet in area, no taller than three (3) feet,
and are displayed for no longer than twelve (12) days each display period. The
display of an off-premises institutional sign shall not result in the diminution of the
annual display period otherwise permitted for temporary signs on a given
property.

4.

No temporary sign may be illuminated.

5.

No exposed framing shall be visible on temporary signs. All temporary signs
must remain in good condition during the display period. Throughout the display
period, corrective action must be taken immediately should there be any
problems with the appearance, condition or maintenance of the sign and/or
support hardware. Signs in disrepair are subject to removal by the Village.

6.

No temporary sign shall extend over or into any street, nor any sidewalk, or other
public thoroughfare or right of way a distance greater than four (4) inches from
the wall to which it is attached, and shall not be placed or project over any wall
opening capable of ingress and egress. No temporary sign shall be erected so as
to prevent free ingress to or egress from any door, window or fire escape, nor
shall any such sign be attached to any standpipe.

7.

Temporary signs shall not be attached to fences, trees, utility poles or permanent
signs (except temporary signs may be attached to permanent signs when there is
a change of ownership or occupancy).

8.

Temporary signs shall not be placed in a position that will obstruct or impair
vision or traffic or in any way or manner create a hazard or disturbance to the
health and welfare of the general public.

9.

Multiple temporary signs located on the same frontage and the same zoning
parcel in the Downtown and Corridor Commercial Sign Districts must be
separated by 50 feet.
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10.

All temporary signs shall be removed within five (5) business days following the
earlier to occur between (a) the expiration of the applicable display limitation, or
(b) the subject of the sign being complete, expired, terminated or abandoned.

11.

Any violation of the conditions and restrictions of this section shall result in the
loss of forty-five (45) days from the annual maximum duration for the display of a
temporary sign. Such penalty shall roll over to the next calendar year if less than
45 days remain in the applicable limitation.

B. Regulations by Sign District
1. Temporary freestanding signs, other than banners, are permitted in compliance with the
regulations of Tables 1 and 2 of this Section. For signs in the Residential Sign District, the
regulations are divided between signs placed on private property in a yard which does or
does not have frontage on an arterial road, including Riverwoods Road and Half Day Road
(Illinois Route 22). For properties located in the Residential Sign District with frontage on an
arterial road, temporary freestanding signs may be placed on either the front yard or corner
side yard, but not both.

TABLE 1
TEMPORARY FREESTANDING NON-BANNER SIGNS
SIGN DISTRICT

Area

Height

Residential
(arterial)

16 sq. ft.

6 ft.

91 Days per display period;
Minimum gap of 14 days

Residential
(non-arterial)

2 sq. ft.

4 ft.

91 Days per display period;
Minimum gap of 14 days

Downtown

24 sq. ft.

6 ft.

120 days per year in total; Not
more than 6 separate times;
Minimum gap of 7 days

Corridor Commercial

24 sq. ft.

6 ft.

120 days per year in total; Not
more than 6 separate times;
Minimum gap of 7 days

Office/Industrial

20 sq. ft.

6 ft.

91 days per year in total
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TABLE 2
TEMPORARY FREESTANDING NON-BANNER SIGNS
Materials

# of Signs per
Zoning Lot

Permit?

Residential
(arterial)

Corrugated Plastic, Wood
or Metal

1

No

Residential
(non-arterial)

Corrugated Plastic, Wood
or Metal

1

No

Downtown

Vinyl, Balloons, Corrugated
Plastic, Wood or Metal

2 per frontage

Yes

Corridor Commercial

Vinyl, Balloons, Corrugated
Plastic, Wood or Metal

2 per frontage

Yes

Office/Industrial

Vinyl, Balloons, Corrugated
Plastic, Wood or Metal

1 per frontage

Yes

SIGN DISTRICT

2. Temporary signs affixed to the inside of windows are permitted, without a permit, in compliance
with the regulations of Tables 3 and 4 of this Section.

TABLE 3
TEMPORARY WINDOW SIGNS
SIGN DISTRICT

Area

Height

Duration

Downtown

No greater than
25% of the
window areaa

Limited to
Only the
First Floor

91 days per year in total; Not
more than 6 separate times;
Minimum gap of 14 days

Corridor Commercial

No greater than
25% of the
window area

Limited to
Only the
First Floor

91 days per year in total; Not
more than 6 separate times;
Minimum gap of 14 days

a

“Window area” is defined as a continuous surface comprised of one (1) or more window panes until
divided by an architectural or structural element. Mullions are not considered an element that divides a
window area. A “window pane” is each discrete piece of glass which is mounted in its own frame.

TABLE 4
TEMPORARY WINDOW SIGNS
SIGN DISTRICT

Placement

Materials

Copy Area

Downtown

Interior

Plastic Decals,
Corrugated Plastic, Wood
or Metal

2” from the edge of any
window pane

Corridor Commercial

Interior

Plastic Decals,
Corrugated Plastic, Wood
or Metal

2” from the edge of any
window pane
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3. Temporary signs attached to Village-owned poles and parking lot light poles are permitted to
be erected by the owner of such pole in compliance with the regulations of Tables 5 and 6 of
this Section.

TABLE 5
TEMPORARY POLE SIGNS
SIGN DISTRICT

Area

Height

Duration

Downtown

8 sq. ft.

The face of the sign may not
exceed15 feet nor be lower
than 8 feet

91 days per year in total; Not
more than 6 separate times;
Minimum gap of 14 days

Corridor
Commercial

8 sq. ft.

The face of the sign may not
exceed15 feet nor be lower
than 8 feet

91 days per year in total; Not
more than 6 separate times;
Minimum gap of 14 days

TABLE 6
TEMPORARY POLE SIGNS
SIGN DISTRICT

Materials

Copy Area

Permit?

Downtown

Plastic, Canvas

2” from the edge of any
window pane

Yes

Corridor Commercial

Plastic Canvas

2” from the edge of any
window pane

Yes

4. Temporary freestanding banner signs are permitted in compliance with the regulations of
Tables 7 and 8 of this Section. Banners may not be affixed or attached to a wall.

TABLE 7
TEMPORARY FREESTANDING BANNER SIGNS
SIGN DISTRICT

Area

Height

Duration

Residential
(arterial)

16 sq. ft.

6 ft.

14 Days per display period;
Minimum gap of 14 days

Residential
(non-arterial)

2 sq. ft.

4 ft.

14 Days per display period;
Minimum gap of 14 days

6 ft.

91 days per year in total;
Not more than 14 days for
each display period;
Minimum gap of 14 days

Downtown

24 sq. ft.

Corridor Commercial

24 sq. ft.

6 ft.

91 days per year in total;
Not more than 14 days for
each display period;
Minimum gap of 14 days

Office/Industrial

20 sq. ft.

6 ft.

91 days per year in total
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TABLE 8
TEMPORARY FREESTANDING BANNER SIGNS
Materials

# of Signs per
Zoning Lot

Permit?

Residential

Vinyl

1

Yes

Downtown

Vinyl

1 per frontage

Yes

Corridor Commercial

Vinyl

1 per frontage

Yes

Office/Industrial

Vinyl

1 per frontage

Yes

SIGN DISTRICT

5. The duration for the display period for temporary freestanding signs and temporary banner
signs shall not be cumulative, but shall be measured concurrently.
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APPROVED

Minutes of the regularly scheduled ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD
held on Tuesday, April 23, 2019 in the Public Meeting Room of the Village
Hall, One Olde Half Day Road, Lincolnshire, IL

PRESENT:

Chair Kennerley and Members Orzeske, Baskin and Santosuosso

ABSENT:

Members McCall and Tapia; Trustee-Liaison Hancock

ALSO PRESENT:

Ben Gilbertson, Assistant Village Manager/Director of Community and
Economic Development (AVM/CED) and Tonya Zozulya, Planning and
Development Manager (PDM)

CALL TO ORDER

Chair Kennerley called the meeting to order at 7:00 P.M.

1.0

ROLL CALL
The roll was called by Tonya Zozulya, PDM and Chair Kennerley declared a quorum to
be present.

2.0

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
2.1

Approval of the Minutes of the Architectural Review Board (ARB) held on
Tuesday, March 19, 2019.
Member Baskin noted Item 3.3, regarding Ravinia Plumbing’s request, the
minutes indicated the vote was unanimous. Member Baskin stated he voted
against the approval.
Member Baskin moved and Member Orzeski seconded the motion to approve
the minutes as amended for the March 19, 2019 Architectural Review Board.
The motion passed unanimously by voice vote.

3.0

ITEMS OF GENERAL BUSINESS
3.1

A Public Hearing regarding Permanent Wall and Ground Sign Requirements in
the Proposed Commercial Sign District Created as a Merger of the Downtown
and Corridor Commercial Sign Districts, Revisions to Illumination Requirements
in the Commercial Sign District, and Revisions to Ground Sign Approval
Requirements in All Sign Districts (Village of Lincolnshire)
Chair Kennerley recessed the Architectural Review Board (ARB) meeting and
convened the public hearing, outlining the required public hearing process.
PDM Zozulya provided an overview of the changes to the Sign Code which were
requested by the Architectural Review Board during earlier deliberations. The
changes included revisions to Chapters 4, 6, 8, 9, 12 and 13 of the Sign Code.
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Per the direction of the ARB, brand new ground signs and structural ground sign
changes in all sign districts will now be reviewed and approved by the ARB. The
front-lit restriction will also be removed. In regards to the request of the ARB to
include new language stating the ground sign size and landscaping should be in
scale with each other for a unified and aesthetically pleasing look, PDM Zozulya
stated this was not included per recommendation from the Village Attorney.
“Aesthetically pleasing” was considered too subjective; however the ARB would
have the ability to review landscaping and sign scale as part of their review
process. PDM Zozulya added any sign variation request would be reviewed by
the ARB with final review and approval by the Village Board. PDM Zozulya
reviewed other changes which were redlined in the ARB packets, adding those
changes were also reviewed by the Village Attorney.
Chair Kennerley opened the floor to members of the ARB. Member Baskin
inquired about the real estate community’s concerns. PDM Zozulya said this
issue was deliberated by Village Board in March 2019 after the ARB public
hearing and the Village Board extended the sign display duration while
maintaining the approved size. Member Santosuosso noted some typographical
errors in the numbering in Chapter 6 (Establishment of Sign Districts). Staff
stated they would correct accordingly before forwarding the proposal to the
Village Board.
There being no further comment from the ARB or audience, Chair Kennerley
closed the public hearing and reconvened the ARB meeting.
Member Orzeske moved, seconded by Member Santosuosso, having
conducted and concluded a Public Hearing on April 23, 2019, that the
Architectural Review Board recommended approval to the Village Board the
amendments to Title 12 of the Lincolnshire Village Code regarding a merger of
the Downtown and Corridor Commercial Sign District into a new Commercial
Sign District, revising wall and ground sign illumination requirements in the
Commercial Corridor Sign District, as well as revising ground sign approval
requirements in all sign districts, as presented in the redlined draft prepared by
staff and the Village Attorney with corrections made to Chapter 6 numbering.
Roll Call:
Ayes: Kennerley, Orzeske, Baskin, Santosuosso
Nays: None
Motion passed unanimously by roll call vote.
3.2

Consideration of Parking Lot Design, Fence, Landscaping, and Lighting Plans for
Lincolnshire Animal Hospital, 420 Half Day Road and 2 Hotz Road (Lincolnshire
Animal Hospital)
CED staff played an aerial drone video for an overview of the subject property
and surrounds.
Dr. Stuart Clarke, Lincolnshire Animal Hospital, provided a brief history of the
Lincolnshire Animal Hospital noting in 2009 they completed a remodel and
building expansion, including an access driveway to the rear parking lot. Since
then, staff has grown to more than 20 employees with only 12 parking spaces.
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REQUEST FOR BOARD ACTION
Committee of the Whole
May 28, 2019
Subject:

Lincolnshire Logo and Branding Initiative

Action Requested:

Continued Consideration of Branding Initiative and Direction to Staff

Originated By/Contact:

Ben Gilbertson, Assistant Village Manager/Community & Economic
Development Director

Referred To:

Village Board

Background:
 The 2019 Budget includes the following goal:
Continue Work on Update to Village Brand Identity: Pending Village Board direction,
update print and electronic media as appropriate as part of initial roll out of new brand and
marketing initiative.


At the April 17, 2019 Special Committee of the Whole meeting, the Village Board took
significant strides toward completing this goal by reviewing and discussing six options for an
updated Village logo (see attached Documents 1 and 2). The logos were designed by Erin
Rice, former Village resident and current creative consultant for the Village. Following her
presentation, the Board selected three logos for Ms. Rice to further refine. The Board’s
direction to Ms. Rice was as follows (see Figure 1 below):
Revision 1: Explore options with the leaf concept within the “column” area of the “L” in
Concept 1.
Revision 2: Explore options for the base width of the “L” in all three concepts.
Revision 3: Explore options regarding the use of leaves as end points on the bar
bookending the words “VILLAGE OF” in all three concepts.
Figure 1: Proposed Village Logo Concepts for Further Refinement
Concept 1
Concept 2
Concept 3



Since the April 17th Special Committee of the Whole meeting, Ms. Rice explored the Board’s
direction and used creative discretion to make revisions where appropriate. Staff will present
the revised logo concepts at the May 28th, 2019 Committee of the Whole meeting.
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Immediate Next Steps
 Staff requests feedback from the Board regarding selection of a final image for final
refinement and preparation for rollout. If the Board reaches consensus on a proposed logo,
staff will prepare a resolution adopting the new logo at the June 10th, 2019 Regular Village
Board meeting. Staff have drafted a press release in advance of the logo adoption.


To provide a representation of the proposed logo, Ms. Rice and staff have included sample
images of the logo on Village business cards, letterhead, street/gateway signage, and the
Village website.



After adoption of the logo, staff intend to issue an RFP for development of a brand style
guide. The style guide will ensure consistency across all Village communication materials to
project a professional and clean image to current and prospective residents/businesses. The
style guide will provide a framework and standards for use of the Village logo, including, but
not limited to, the following:
o
o
o
o

Appropriate use of the logo across all media platforms, documents, and equipment (e.g.,
stationary and business forms, business cards, exterior and interior signage)
Logo iterations (i.e., logo with “Village of Lincolnshire” text, text only, logo only)
Recommended font types for written communication
Color palette



While no formal quotes for the style guide have been obtained to date, staff anticipates a
cost ranging from $3,000 to $5,000, depending on the level of detail requested in the style
guide. Once the style guide has been finalized, staff would begin incorporating the logo into
Village print (e.g., business cards, letterhead, memo templates) and digital (e.g., Village
website) marketing materials. The total approximate cost for new business cards,
envelopes, and letterhead is estimated at $2,800. Completion of this roll-out is anticipated
before the end of 2019.



Concurrent with development of the style guide and updates to print and media collateral,
the Village plans to explore a possible partnership with Stevenson High School to conduct a
photo/video campaign intended to highlight the unique assets, features, and events of
Lincolnshire. These photos and videos would be available for the Village to use in future
marketing materials and provide an updated photo/video gallery.

Village Infrastructure, Capital Equipment, and Future Opportunities
 Included in the FY2019 budget is a goal to research all streets and/or parks signs, posts,
and lights, and to make recommendations on replacement and/or update as a result of the
Village branding initiative.


The FY19 General Capital Fund Budget includes $15,000 to retain design services to assist
in developing recommendations on updated park and entryway signs incorporating new
brand identity. Upon Village Board direction regarding park and entryway signage, sign
updates would be incorporated into the Capital Plan.



Staff researched potential costs for all signage replacements (e.g., park signs, Public Works
and Village Hall entrance signs, Village entryway signs, and street signs). Across all signage
types, staff estimates a cost of $181,000 with proposed replacement timeline of eight years
between 2020 and 2027 (approximately $23,000/year). These signs would be phased in
over time based on Village Board prioritization, sign type, and location in the Village.
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Staff also researched costs to “re-stripe” Village vehicles and equipment with the new
Village logo. Staff estimates an approximate cost of $21,500 for removal, application, and
materials to re-stripe all 37 Village vehicles. For Village trailers and equipment, staff
estimates a cost of $5,000. This work would occur as the vehicles and equipment reach the
end of useful life.



The new Village logo would also be incorporated into Public Works and Police uniforms over
time with the costs absorbed annually. Between both departments, the Village budgets
$25,000 for uniform-related items annually.

Recommendation:
Consideration and discussion of the revised Village logo concepts, with feedback and direction
to staff to draft a resolution adopting the new Village logo at the June 10, 2019 Regular Village
Board meeting.
Attachments:
 Document 1: Board packet from the April 17, 2019 Special Committee of the Whole
meeting.
 Document 2: Minutes from the April 17, 2019 Special Committee of the Whole meeting.
Meeting History
Special Committee of the Whole
Committee of the Whole
Committee of the Whole
Special Committee of the Whole
Committee of the Whole (current)

April 27, 2015
September 15, 2015
August 8, 2016
April 17, 2019
May 28, 2019
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REQUEST FOR BOARD ACTION
Committee of the Whole
April 17, 2019

Subject:

Lincolnshire Logo and Branding Initiative

Action Requested:

Continued Consideration of Branding Initiative

Originated By/Contact:

Ben Gilbertson, Assistant Village Manager/Community & Economic
Development Director

Referred To:

Village Board

Background:
• The 2019 Budget includes the following goal:
Continue Work on Update to Village Brand Identity: Pending Village Board
direction, update print and electronic media as appropriate as part of initial roll
out of new brand and marketing initiative. The following is a history of the project.
•

In November 2014, the Village Board agreed to the assessment and update of the
Lincolnshire “brand” to differentiate the Village from other Chicagoland municipalities,
projects a consistent image, as well as build organization and community culture. This
initiative was introduced as a multi-year project with an eye toward the future. The purpose
is to develop a story that will resonate with businesses and residents to achieve community
and economic development objectives identified by the Village Board. A key component of
the branding initiative is to develop a unified visual identity to use consistently across all
Village communication platforms such as the website, E-News, Business Spotlight, and the
Village’s quarterly newsletter.

•

The Village began its efforts to develop a new logo in 2014. This was (and remains) the
initial component of a broader branding initiative to bring continuity to all areas of the
Village’s communications, marketing, and brand presence. Teamworks Media was retained
to conduct stakeholder interviews as well as competitive analysis of other municipalities,
who draw from the same potential pool as Lincolnshire. In April and September of 2015,
Teamworks presented logo recommendations and ideas for the overarching campaign
message to the Village Board. Staff recommended using the Teamworks idea “Find Your
Space” as the Village tagline, which was well-received by the Board and has since been
incorporated into Mayor Brandt’s “State of the Village” presentations and other marketing
materials. However, after several discussions there was not consensus among the Board
regarding an update to the Village logo, and the project was placed on hold.

•

Building on the efforts of Teamworks, in August 2016, Lincolnshire resident, Erin Rice,
contributed ideas and provided insight and recommendations on the development of the
Village’s visual identity as part of a senior project at Notre Dame University, including logo
designs. Ms. Rice presented several logo renderings to the Board that were well-received
and prompted discussion, yet there was no consensus on a specific logo for direction at that
time.
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•

Stemming from the recommendations by Teamworks and Ms. Rice, the Board’s general
consensus and direction was as follows:





•

The Lincolnshire "L" should retain prominence, but updated/modernized.
The "three leaves" signified history and tradition and should be
considered in logo design.
The Village's natural assets (mature trees, parks, and open space) should
be reflected.
"Find Your Space" should be used in marketing materials.

In July 2018, Village staff reinitiated branding efforts by resuming the relationship with Ms.
Rice and retained her services. To support this project and Ms. Rice’s work, the Village has
retained the services of Jaimie Flagg to serve as a brand strategy consultant. Logo design
development is the specific focus of both service contracts.

Future Opportunities
• Upon selecting a new logo and development of brand style guide, staff plans to first
incorporate it into print and digital marketing materials (e.g., the Village website, letterhead,
business cards). Staff intends to complete this in 2019.
•

Over time, the logo would eventually be incorporated into other communications (e.g.,
Village vehicle markings, signage, etc.).

•

Two near term projects upon a final determination of direction of the Village’s brand identity
include:
o

Village Sign Replacement Initiatives: The 2019 Budget includes a goal to
Research all streets and/or parks signs, posts, lights and make
recommendations on replacement and/or update as a result of the Village
branding initiative. Include recommendation for parks entrance signs and entry
way signs within 10-Year Capital Improvement Program.

o

The 2019 General Capital Fund Budget includes $15,000 to retain design
services to assist in developing recommendations on updated park and entryway
signs incorporating new brand identity. Upon Village Board direction regarding
park and entryway signage, sign updates would be incorporated into the 10-Year
Capital Plan.

Recommendation:
Consideration and discussion of the new brand design options, with feedback and direction to
Ms. Rice and staff.
Attachment:
•

Brand Strategy Brief

Meeting History
Special Committee of the Whole
Committee of the Whole
Committee of the Whole
Special Committee of the Whole (current)

April 27, 2015
September 15, 2015
August 8, 2016
April 17, 2019
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2.1

SPECIAL COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MEETING
Community Room
Wednesday, April 17, 2019
6:30 p.m.
Present:

Mayor Brandt
Trustee Hancock
Trustee Leider
Trustee Servi
Village Attorney Simon
Finance Director/Treasurer Peterson
Chief of Police Leonas
Trustee-elect Raizin

Trustee Grujanac
Trustee Harms Muth
Trustee McDonough
Village Clerk Mastandrea
Village Manager Burke
Public Works Director Woodbury
Planning & Development Manager Zozulya
Trustee-elect Pantelis

CALL TO ORDER
1.0

ROLL CALL
Mayor Brandt called the meeting to order at 6:31p.m.

2.0

ITEMS OF GENERAL BUSINESS
2.1

Finance and Administration
2.11

Presentation and Discussion of Village Branding Initiative
Village Manger Burke introduced consultants Jaimie Flagg and Erin
Rice and provided background information on the Village Branding
initiative. Village Manager Burke also recognized the efforts of
Assistant Village Manager/Community & Economic Development
(CED) Director Gilbertson, who has led this project for the Village;
working closely with Ms. Flagg and Ms. Rice.
Ms. Flagg noted her goal for the meeting was to align the Village
Board direction on the branding initiative and provide a framework
to solicit feedback. Ms. Flagg reviewed the previously provided
strategic brief, noting the success criteria of the creative
development is to honor Lincolnshire’s heritage but make the
current brand more contemporary, timeless, and significant. Ms.
Flagg led a visioning exercise about Lincolnshire with the members
of the Village Board.
Ms. Flagg stated she appreciates working with Ms. Rice on the
project, noting Ms. Rice is creative and understands the business
challenges presented to the Village.
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MINUTES – Special Committee of the Whole Meeting
April 17, 2019

Ms. Rice provided a presentation regarding proposed Village
Branding, which included several updated versions of potential
logos.
Trustee Servi stated his opinion is he liked the #3 option with the
three leaves and recommended possibly starting somewhere with
3A or 3B shared in the presentation.
Village Clerk Mastandrea noted her opinion is options 3A/3B are
the strongest; however, the leaves situated on either side of the
work “Village” do not look like leaves at bar end points but resemble
arrows.
Trustee-elect Raizin noted the leaves might be difficult to read
when placed on Village signage and agreed the leaves at bar end
points look like arrows.
Ms. Rice stated the small oak leaves at bar end points introduce a
surprise moment when the viewer sees the logo on cloesup.
Trustee Leider stated his opinion that option #4 was too modern
and suggested looking at the leaf structure for possible refinement.
A discussion regarding the three leaf design options presented
followed.
Trustee Hancock stated he likes the “Village of Lincolnshire”
element and expressed his opinion the simplicity of the typeset
presents an image of strength. Trustee Hancock stated the new
logo is significant and should be simple but high-end with the
leaves and the “L” being much more up-to-date. Trustee Hancock
stated the options presented are substantial and meaningful.
Trustee Hancock noted updating the Village brand is a significant
change and is needed given the dated look of the current design.
Trustee Hancock stated his concerns regarding the use of a “road”
image in the logo as Lincolnshire has a lot of traffic. However, he
did not this option is simple and easy to implement.
Trustee Hancock stated his opinion is the top 3 options are
aspirational and the bottom three feel more traditional.
Trustee-elect Pantelis noted her opinion was the top 3 options
remind her of wallpaper, and she expressed her opinion she would
prefer options 4 or 5.
Trustee Harms Muth stated her opinion is she likes option 3A but
suggested the bottom part of the “L” be a little thicker. Trustee
Harms Muth expressed her opinion the Village does need to
modernize and does not have to reflect the “Olde English” mentality
which was the goal of the current design.
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Public Works Director Woodbury noted he liked options 3A/3B, but
noted the “L” form may be too thick. He noted his second favorite
concept is option #1 with possibly a different direction and
progression.
Village Treasurer/Finance Director Peterson stated his choice
would be 3A, noting his opinion was 3B is too thick but likes the
little leaves which add a surprise element. Village
Treasurer/Finance Director Peterson suggested the word
Lincolnshire could have less space between letters which then may
accommodate a larger font.
Chief of Police Leonas noted option 4 looks very similar to 2, but
expressed his opinion he likes the concept.
Trustee-elect Raizin noted her opinion is she likes #4 the least. She
stated she likes the 3A leaves and likes that the letters are
separated in the word Lincolnshire. She noted there is strength in
3A. Trustee-elect Raizin stated she also likes #1 or #2B as well.
Mayor Brandt stated she likes #2B or #1. Mayor Brandt noted
hesitation on the leave in #3 if the design was put on a small sign.
Mayor Brandt expressed her opinion she likes the simple elegance
of #2B or #1.
The Village Board agreed that the narrower L was better. There
was consensus to take concept #4 without leaves within the “L” off
the table. Board members expressed support for “Village of
Lincolnshire” spelled out in the logo.
Trustee Leider suggested seeing the preferred logo on a variety of
sign samples before coming to a decision.
Mayor Brandt noted the Village has had the current logo for 25 – 50
years.
A discussion of the proposed logo concepts followed. Mayor
Brandt noted Concept #1 appears old fashioned and the leaf inside
the “L” looks like an arrow or a feather. Trustee Hancock stated he
liked the simplicity of many of the logos presented.
Trustee Hancock stated everyone anchors in on the “L” and asked
if the Village needs 3 leaves to be represented in the logo.
Trustee Servi stated he likes the ones with 3 leaves because it is
clear it is a leaf or 3 leaves.
Ms. Rice stated the L in option #2B is very established with
something original going through the “L.”
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Trustee Leider expressed his opinion the design needs more than 1
leaf as diversity has come in since Village was founded.
Trustee-elect Raizin stated there is a story to be told with the 3
leaves. People relate to a story, and this resonates with the Village.
Ms. Rice continued with her presentation providing the brand
extension; how to use the logo to highlight events. Ms. Rice
suggested hiring the High School to capture moments of different
Village events in pictures. Ms. Rice showed how to use the graphic
elements to incorporate brand extensions.
A conversation regarding photography followed.
Ms. Rice noted the impact of social media; stories connecting the
people in the Village or visitors.
Ms. Rice provided pictogram designs specific to just the Village of
Lincolnshire.
Trustee Hancock stated this is important to project the Village
forward.
Mayor Brandt asked Ms. Rice to show options #2B and #3A on a
sign. Ms. Rice stated she would provide two tests: on a stamp and
on a billboard.
Mayor Brandt asked about Ms. Rice’s co-workers’ thoughts on the
logo design. Ms. Rice stated they are pretty consistently in favor of
option #2B.
Ms. Rice provided elements of the proposed designs into
photography and asked the Board to focus on everything being
shareable and how we can incorporate that into the consideration
of the logo.
Ms. Flagg asked Ms. Rice to bring forward the next steps in order
to be relevant to young people. Ms. Rice stated she will take back
all feedback on how design elements are perceived to help with
refinement. Ms. Rice stated she will bring back the refinements with
examples of signs and business cards.
Mayor Brandt asked the Board if the desire is to keep the leaves on
the design. Trustee Hancock stated he thinks it is distinctive.
Trustee Leider asked whether “the” should be added to “Village of
Lincolnshire” so it states “The Village of Lincolnshre.”
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A discussion of next steps and community reception of the logo
followed. Mayor Brandt stated timing is key and did not think this
was something the community should vote on. She noted staff
feedback is important. Mayor Brandt noted financial impact of
changing the logo will be the next step.
Trustee Leider asked where this project fits in our priorities; where
do we want to spend time. He noted this is very clearly a pivot point
to make such a change and noted the Village Board needs to be
sure they understand why such a decision is being made. Trustee
Leider requested an implementation timeline and cost estimates for
the Village Board’s review.
A discussion followed regarding the rollout time frame as follows:
• Website
• Signage
• T-shirts
• Logo w/same picture behind
• Newsletter masthead
• Business Cards
• Letterhead
• Village vehicles
3.0

ADJOURNMENT
Trustee Servi moved and Trustee Harms Muth seconded the motion to adjourn. Upon a
voice vote, the motion was approved unanimously and Mayor Brandt declared the
meeting adjourned at 8:32 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
VILLAGE OF LINCOLNSHIRE

Bradly J. Burke
Deputy Village Clerk
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REQUEST FOR BOARD ACTION
Committee of the Whole Meeting
May 28, 2019
Subject:

Consideration of an Amendment to Section 3-3-2-3 of Title 3-3, Liquor
Control, for the Creation and Issuance of Village Liquor License
(Class “B” Restaurant Full Liquor License and Class “N” Banquet
Liquor License) for XO Restaurant & Banquet Hall, Inc. (250 Marriott
Drive)

Action Requested:

Consideration of Approval of Liquor License

Originated
By/Contact:

Joseph Leonas, Chief of Police

Referred To:

Village Board

Summary / Background:
In March of 2019, XO Restaurant & Banquet Hall, Inc., contacted the Village of Lincolnshire
regarding issuance of a Village Liquor License for the former Sullivan’s Steakhouse located at
250 Marriott Drive. Initially, the manager/owner, Iryna Kiyan, indicated she would be seeking a
Banquet Liquor License to operate as a banquet facility. After being informed of the Special Use
Permit requirement to operate as a banquet facility at this location, XO Restaurant & Banquet
Hall, Inc., then indicated a desire to operate as a restaurant only. On April 5, 2019, XO Restaurant
& Banquet Hall, Inc., submitted their application for a Village Liquor License, but left the section
for “Liquor Class” blank. Many discussions with both Police Department and Community &
Economic Development Department staff and the petitioner followed, and at this time, XO
Restaurant & Banquet Hall is seeking both a Class “B” Restaurant Full Liquor and Class “N”
Banquet liquor license. Both license classes are required if the establishment is to operate as
both a full service restaurant and a banquet facility. For multiple licenses to be issued, the
establishment must simultaneously meet the requirements of each license.
After receipt of XO Banquet Restaurant & Hall’s original application April 5, 2019, Village staff
completed its review of the information required by code in the liquor license application.
The following areas were checked for compliance and conformity as required under Village Code:
1. The Application for a Village Retailer’s Liquor License was submitted with a check for the
non-refundable application fee in the amount of $250.00, as required by code (3-3-4-2-D).
2. A records check on April 5, 2019, through the Illinois Secretary of State's Corporate
Business Office, as required by code (3-3-4-2-B), indicated XO Restaurant & Banquet
Hall, Inc. is a corporation licensed to conduct business and is in "Good Standing" in Illinois.
The Registered Agent is Vadym Pobyegayev. However, the Registered Agent is
inconsistent with the applicant's petition for a Lincolnshire liquor license.
3. A Certificate of Insurance with the required liquor liability coverage was submitted with the
application as required by code (3-3-4-2-B).
4. The local manager, Iryna Kiyan, who would be responsible for oversight of liquor sales,
has been fingerprinted and has no criminal history as required by code (3-3-4-2-B).
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5. A photocopy of the Lease Agreement signed by Iryna Kiyan and Vadym Pobyegayev on
March 18, 2019. between National Retail Properties, LP, and XO Restaurant & Banquet
Hall, Inc., has been submitted to the Village as required by code (3-3-4-2-A).
6. As required by code (3-3-2-2), a photocopy of the Sullivan’s Steakhouse floorplan was
provided as the proposed interior diagram.
7. No Charter of the Corporation was included as required by code (3-3-4-2-A), however
a Stock Transfer Agreement was provided. The Agreement indicated Vadym Pobyegayev
transferred 65 shares of stock to Iryna Kiyan on January 9, 2018 which resulted in Ms.
Kiyan being a 95% shareholder and Mr. Pobyegayev a 5% shareholder of XO Restaurant
& Banquet Hall, Inc.
8. On the application completed, XO Restaurant & Banquet Hall, Inc., indicated no
shareholder possessing at least 5% of the business had ever been convicted of any felony
under Federal or State Law as required by code (3-3-4-2-A). This is untrue as Vadym
Pobyegayev was convicted of a Class 3 Felony on June 5, 2017 for Theft.
9. The applicant identified XO Restaurant & Banquet Hall in Wheeling, Illinois as another
business currently licensed to sell alcohol, and advised no hearings had been conducted
regarding the conduct and/or operation of that business as required by code (3-3-4-2-A).
This is untrue as XO Restaurant & Banquet Hall, Inc., had their liquor license
revoked by the City of Wheeling in 2018.
10. A background investigation into the XO Restaurant & Banquet Hall, Inc., location currently
operating in Wheeling and the corporate shareholders revealed the following:
 On June 5, 2017, Vadym Pobyegayev was convicted of a Class 3 Felony – Theft.
 On January 8, 2018, the Village of Wheeling revoked the liquor license held by
XO Restaurant & Banquet Hall, Inc.
 On February 5, 2018 XO Restaurant & Banquet Hall, Inc., was issued a new liquor
license (Class M Banquet License) after Vadym Pobyegayev was replaced with
Iryna Kiyan as primary shareholder.
11. A review of the proposed floorplan and seating arrangement provided by XO Restaurant
& Banquet, Inc., on May 7, 2019, revealed:
 The total square footage of the patron bar is 1,400 square feet, (34% of the total
square footage of the dining area), which exceeds the fifteen percent (15%) of
the total square footage of the dining area for a Class B – Restaurant Liquor
License.
 The total seating at the patron bar is 35% of the total seating in the dining and
banquet/flex seating areas combined, which exceeds the fifteen percent (15%)
of the total seating in the dining area for a Class B- Restaurant Liquor License.

On May 21, 2019, an amended liquor license application was submitted via email. A
review of the amended application revealed the following:
1. The seating diagram is inconsistent with the application. Specifically, the application lists
58 bar seats, 24 lounge seats, and 350 dining area seats. The application then calculates
the bar area by counting the seating in all three areas and dividing to arrive at percentage
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of bar seating at 13.4%. This calculation depends on counting the lounge seating as
“dining area.” Also, there is no lounge seating identified anywhere in the diagram. If the
lounge seating were not considered as “dining area” and omitted completely in any
calculation, the result would display a higher percentage of bar seating (14.2%). If the
lounge seating were calculated as “bar seating” (totaling 82 seats) the calculation would
display a percentage of 18.9%. Secondly, the amended application lists the dining area
as having 350 seats. The diagram of the restaurant lists 52 seats in the dining area; 32
seats in the private dining area; 28 seats in the outdoor patio area, and 88 seats in the
banquet area. The total amount of seating according the diagram is 200 seats. If you
included the bar area seating, the total would be 260 total seats, not 350. Staff would
calculate the dining area seating at 52, as that is what the diagram specifies. However,
even if all of the possible seating is included (bar, dining, private dining, and banquet) the
bar area seating would still be 23% of the total seating, well above the 15% maximum
allowed for a Restaurant Liquor License.
2. Staff disagrees with the characterization of the arrest history of co-owner Vadym
Pobyegayev. Arrest reports provided by the Wheeling Police Department contradict the
story provided in the amended application, listed as Exhibit A. Mr. Pobyegayev did not
simply purchase meat that “turned out to be stolen.” On March 9, 2017 Mr. Pobyegayev
was arrested after he went into a grocery store not far from his restaurant, filled a
shopping cart with beef tongue and EZ Peel Shrimp, and attempted to leave the store.
He was caught only because store employees recognized Mr. Pobyegayev (due to
suspecting him of two previous meat thefts), delayed filling his order at the counter, and
called 9-1-1 while Mr. Pobyegayev waited for his order to be filled at the counter. Mr.
Pobyegayev was stopped as he was trying to exit the store with over $1,200 worth of
food he planned on serving in his restaurant. A review of previous store video by
Wheeling police showed Mr. Pobyegayev stealing meat and shrimp in the same manner
at the same store on January 19, 2017 ($1,645.53), and January 26, 2017 ($1,462.11).
3. After reviewing both the original April 5, 2019 liquor license application as well as the
amended application filed on May 21, 2019, staff is not recommending approval of a
liquor license to XO Banquets and Restaurant, Inc. It is clear to staff that the applicant
made misrepresentations, omissions, and false statements in the original application.
Additionally, the new amended application contains contradictory information and
misrepresents the diagramed seating in order to provide an acceptable seating
percentage allowed by code.
Budget Impact:
Approval or denial of this request will not result in any adverse impact to the current budget.
Service Delivery Impact:
Not Applicable.
Recommendation:
After careful review of both applications, staff does not recommend issuance of a Village Liquor
License to XO Restaurant & Banquet Hall, Inc.
Reports and Documents Attached:
 Ordinance Amending Section 3-3-2-3 of Title 3, Chapter 3 of the Village of Lincolnshire
Village Code (Liquor Control) – Class B Restaurant Full License
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ordinance Amending Section 3-3-2-3 of Title 3, Chapter 3 of the Village of Lincolnshire
Village Code (Liquor Control) – Class N Banquet License
April 22, 2019 Letter from Mayor Elizabeth Brandt, serving in capacity at Liquor
Commissioner, notifying XO Restaurant & Banquet Facility their ineligibility to receive a
Lincolnshire Liquor License.
May 2, 2019 Notice of Appeal filed with the Illinois Liquor Control Commission by XO
Restaurant & Banquet Hall, Inc.
Liquor License Application submitted April 5, 2019
Liquor License Application submitted May 21, 2019
May 21, 2019 Letter from attorney William O’Donaghue to Mayor Elizabeth Brandt,
responding to her letter sent on April 22, 2019
Village of Wheeling Class M Liquor License Criteria
May 23, 2019 Letter from Martin Seay, Administrative Assistant, Village of Wheeling

Meeting History
Initial Referral to Village Board (COW):
Second Referral to Village Board (COW):
Regular Village Board Meeting:

May 13, 2019
May 28, 2019
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VILLAGE OF LINCOLNSHIRE
LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS
ORDINANCE NO.
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTION 3-3-2-3
OF TITLE 3, CHAPTER 3,
OF THE VILLAGE OF LINCOLNSHIRE VILLAGE CODE
(LIQUOR CONTROL)

BE IT ORDAINED by the Mayor and Board of Trustees of the Village of
Lincolnshire, Lake County, Illinois, as follows:
Section 1: That pursuant to Title 3, Chapter 3, Section 3-3-2-3 of the
Lincolnshire Village Code, the number of Class “B” liquor licenses which are authorized
for issuance in the Village of Lincolnshire shall be increased to thirteen (13). (This
increase in Class “B” liquor licenses reflects the issuance of a Class “B” license to XO
Restaurant & Banquet Hall, Inc.)
Section 2: This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its
adoption, approval and publication in pamphlet form as provided by law. The Village
Clerk is hereby directed to publish this Ordinance in pamphlet form.
PASSED this ____ day of ____________, 2019, by the Corporate Authorities of
the Village of Lincolnshire on a roll call vote as follows:
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
APPROVED this ____ day of ___________, 2019
________________________________
Elizabeth J. Brandt, Mayor
ATTEST:

_________________________________
Bradly J. Burke
Deputy Village Clerk
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VILLAGE OF LINCOLNSHIRE
LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS
ORDINANCE NO.
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTION 3-3-2-3
OF TITLE 3, CHAPTER 3,
OF THE VILLAGE OF LINCOLNSHIRE VILLAGE CODE
(LIQUOR CONTROL)

BE IT ORDAINED by the Mayor and Board of Trustees of the Village of
Lincolnshire, Lake County, Illinois, as follows:
Section 1: That pursuant to Title 3, Chapter 3, Section 3-3-2-3 of the
Lincolnshire Village Code, the number of Class “N” liquor licenses which are authorized
for issuance in the Village of Lincolnshire shall be increased to four (4). (This increase
in Class “N” liquor licenses reflects the issuance of a Class “N” license to XO
Restaurant & Banquet Hall, Inc.)
Section 2: This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its
adoption, approval and publication in pamphlet form as provided by law. The Village
Clerk is hereby directed to publish this Ordinance in pamphlet form.
PASSED this ____ day of ____________, 2019, by the Corporate Authorities of
the Village of Lincolnshire on a roll call vote as follows:
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
APPROVED this ____ day of ___________, 2019
________________________________
Elizabeth J. Brandt, Mayor
ATTEST:

_________________________________
Bradly J. Burke
Deputy Village Clerk
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Village of Wheeling – Class “M” Banquet Facility Liquor License Criteria
(m)

CLASS "M" LICENSE. Class M licenses shall authorize the retail sale of alcoholic liquor
in a banquet facility or banquet hall as defined in this chapter for consumption on the
premises. A Class M license may only be issued to establishments meeting the following
criteria:
(i)

The exclusive activity of the establishment shall be the catering of private parties
where full service meals such as multiple course meals, hors d'oeuvres, or buffet
meals, at a prearranged fixed price, are prepared on the premises and served for
consumption at tables on the premises;

(ii)

Adequate sanitary kitchen and dining room equipment shall be provided and
maintained;

(iii)

The establishment shall have a minimum seating capacity of fifty persons and a
seat shall be provided for each person;

(iv)

Alcoholic liquor may only be served or sold in conjunction with the food service
and incidental to such food service;

(v)

Each party must be prearranged under sponsorship of a particular person or
organization;

(vi)

Alcoholic liquor may only be served to specific invitees of a specific event's host,
as opposed to "drop-in" or reservation dining by the general public; and

(vii)

The establishment may not have a separate bar or tavern area devoted primarily
to the service, sale and consumption of alcoholic liquor only and not used in
connection with the banquet activity.
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REQUEST FOR BOARD ACTION
Committee of the Whole
May 28, 2019
Subject:

Social Media Communication Categories for the Lincolnshire Police
Department

Action Requested:

None (Informational)

Originated By/Contact:

Joseph Leonas, Chief of Police

Referred To:

Mayor and Board of Trustees

Summary / Background:
The Lincolnshire Police Department strives to provide community members with relevant, timely
information and recognizes social media is a communication platform utilized by a great number
of people. At times, social media can be guilty of “information overload” providing users with too
much information to process at one time. In order to improve communications with its users, the
Lincolnshire Police Department devised a new information color coding system to lessen the
burden of information overload and make it easier for users to readily determine if the message
is worthy of further reading. Users will see messages delivered in red, orange, or green. Each
color is connected to a specific information category. Below is the list of categories with the
type of message users can expect to receive from the police department:
GREEN – Information (Advisory)
 Announcements
 Tips and information related to crime prevention
 Reminders for police/community events
 Press releases
 Recruitment of personnel
ORANGE – Caution (Watch)
 No immediate threat detected for Lincolnshire, however, an incident(s) has occurred in
the surrounding vicinity
o Conditions exist for resident precaution
o Limited information is known
 Investigative requests for information
 Traffic information
RED – Emergency (Warning)
 Real-time safety information that is related to in-progress crimes, geographical warnings
or disaster information
 An immediate threat detected for Lincolnshire
 An emergency is developing
 More information will be shared as soon as possible or within constraints of ongoing
police investigation
PROHIBITED CONTENT
The Village will not share content that includes, but is not limited to:
 Content that is abusive, discriminatory, inflammatory or sexually explicit.
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Any information that violates individual rights, including confidentiality and/or privacy
rights and those provided under state, federal or local laws.
Any information that could compromise an ongoing investigation.
Any information that could compromise the safety and security of department operations,
members of the Department, victims, suspects or the public.

The Village may utilize other forms of communication in addition to, or in lieu of social media
when appropriate.
Budget Impact:
None
Service Delivery Impact:
The notification category system will provide community members with relevant, timely
information and allow for easily prioritizing that information.
Recommendation:
None - Informational only
Reports and Documents Attached:
None
Meeting History
Initial Referral to Village Board (COW):

May 28, 2019

